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The calculated flow field and tide wave propagation in the Chilean Inland
Seas is modeled with a non-linear tidal embayment method (TEA-NL, Westerink
et al, 1988) and assimilation of tide records of the Chilean Hydrographic Institute.

Model is validated for two test cases with assimilated error-free boundary

conditions.

An Inverse Tidal Method (I. T. M.) developed as a time-domain method by
Bennett and McIntosh in 1982, is used to calculate the forcing functions, but in

the frequency-domain instead.

The model is first run using all available tide data. A second run with a
subset of five stations shows how the choice and location of stations affect the
prediction of tide wave propagation and flow fields. The boundary conditions

calculated by the I. T. M. for the cases of seven and five stations reproduced the
known data at the stations with like error magnitudes. However, for the seven

stations case, the tide wave propagation along the seaward side of Chiloe Island
(Pacific Ocean) propagated from South to North (the known direction of
propagation is from North to South). After disregarding two stations, the model

gave tide waves along the seaward side of Chloe Island propagating from North to
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South. The model is clearly sensitive to perturbations introduced by hydraulics

factors other than pure tide wave propagation.

Charts of model simulation of flow fields are shown at 3, 6, 9 and 12 hours of

the M2 tidal cycle. Charts of phases and amplitudes are also shown.

Conclusions from the study are that the I. T. M. is a good data assimilation

technique to calculate the forcing functions of a numerical model, even when

known data is scarce. Further, the I. T. M. is a valuable aid in chosing locations

for new and useful data to improve the simulation.

Next steps required to improve the understanding of the Chilean Inland Seas

are a good field survey (based on the results of the I. T. M.), the development of a

transport model against which measured flow data can be compared, the inclusion

of river discharge in the boundary conditions, the preparation of trajectory charts

to demonstrate particle diffusion and advection, the expansion to three-

dimensional models, etc.
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PREDICTION OF TIDAL PROPAGATION AND CIRCULATION IN

CHILEAN INLAND SEAS USING A FREQUENCY DOMAIN MODEL

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The Chilean Inland Seawater System of Gulf of Ancud is located on the

Pacific Coast of South America (Figure 1). It includes the Gulf of Ancud,

Corcovado Gulf, Reloncavi Sound, Chacao Canal, the Chiloe Island and other,

smaller islands.

For many years this region was inhabited only by native tribes who

made their living by fishing. In the second half of the 19th century the Chilean

government started a new settlement in the northwestern part of Reloncavi

Sound; subsequently, this settlement became the base for the colonization of the

southern territories.

Because of the lateness of its colonization and the difficulties of

accessibility, oceanographic data available for the area are scarce and are

concentrated near the northern bound of Gulf of Ancud. As a consequence,

patterns of circulation and wave propagation are poorly known. There is,

however, an immediate need for understanding such patterns. Indeed, a large

marine-aquaculture industry has in recent years developed in the fjords and

channels of Reloncavi Sound and Gulf of Ancud. This industry, and especially the

salmon aquacultures, need to define strategies to prevent damages caused by tidal

propagation of contaminants or microrganisms, such as are responsible for red tide

events.

The understanding of tidal propagation and of general circulation is central to
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any such developmental strategies, because tides are a dominant forcing

mechanism for the circulation in the area. Because the structure of the Gulfs of

Ancud and Corcovado magnify the tidal wave oscillations at Puerto Montt, for

example, the M2 (semi-diurnal lunar tide component), has a tidal range of 5.5

meters.

Therefore, the first goal of this thesis is to improve the current knowledge of

tidal propagation in the Chilean Inland Seawater System of Gulf of Ancud using

simulation methods that assimilate known tidal data.

Our approach relies on the use of an existing numerical model for tidal

propagation and circulation in shallow water bodies (Westerink et aL, 1988), as a

tool to integrate and interpret the scarce data base available for the region.

Because of the scarcity and poor geographic location of available data, we

were forced to concentrate a significant effort in the definition of a sensible

scenario for tidal forcings at the boundaries (ocean boundary and communication

with Gulf of Corcovado). With that purpose, we adopted and extended a

technique to solve the "Inverse Problem" in tidal dynamics, proposed earlier by

Bennett and McIntosh in 1982. In this technique, we used the available tidal data

to obtain a set of boundary conditions that can be used as the forcing functions of

our numerical model.

Three key differences exist between Bennett and McIntosh's original

technique and the one used here:

(a) Our solution to obtain boundary conditions was made in the frequency

domain. A set of weights for the basis functions was calculated at each one of the

tidal frequencies used in the simulation, for amplitudes and phases. These were
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combined to get the boundary condition at each frequency. Bennet and McIntosh

solved their problem in the time domain.

(b) We ran the numerical model using the non-linear shallow Navier-Stokes

equations. After each iteration, a new corrected set of boundary conditions was

calculated to improve the fitting at the reference stations. Bennett and McIntosh

used the linear shallow Navier-Stokes equations.

(c) The shallow water equations were solved forcing the system to strictly

conserve mass and momentum at the boundaries. Small residuals in elevation

were allowed at the reference stations that were within the range of the estimated

errors of the available tidal data (see section 2.2.2).

The solution of the shallow water equations by Bennett and McIntosh

allowed small residuals in elevations and velocities at the boundaries that were

within the range of the estimated errors of the respective data.

The differences between these two solutions are based on the available

oceanographic data. In our study where only tidal data (elevations) were

available, solving the equations to conserve mass and momentum looked like a

more natural solution. In the study done by Bennett and McIntosh where tidal

data and velocities were available, solving the equations allowing small residuals

in elevations and velocities at the boundaries and at the reference stations looked

like a more natural solution for them. In order to compare both approaches would

be necessary to run our numerical model under one set of forcing functions and

two different sets of boundary conditions (in one case conserving mass and

momentum at the boundaries and in the other case allowing small residuals in

elevations and velocities at the boundaries). This comparison would not be

possible until a new field survey of the area is finished and more data is available.
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Chapter 2 explains the reasons why a two-dimensional frequency domain was

chosen as the circulation model, and briefly reviews the model. This chapter also

presents the mathematical formulation used to calculate the boundary forcing

functions and describes the "Inverse Tidal Method" (I. T. M.) used to incorporate

the observational data into the boundary conditions through a least-squares fit.

Chapter 3 presents the validation of the I. T. M. The validation is performed

applying the fequency domain model TEA-NL (Westerink, 1984), with a corrected

set of boundary functions obtained using the I. T. M., to two different cases:

(a) A rectangular channel with flat bottom, chosen because of its

simplicity.

(b) The North Sea, chosen because of the quality and reliability of the

available data set. The North Sea is a well-controlled environment that

allows testing of the method for several combination of boundary conditions.

Chapter 4 describes the modeling of tidal propagation in the Chilean Inland

Seawater System of Gulf of Ancud. We first summarize and analyze the available

tidal records to provide as complete an overall picture as possible of the

circulation in the area under study. This circulation is dominated by tides

(Clement et al., 1988), and therefore our discussion centers around the description

of the spatial and temporal variability of the tidal constituents.

We then apply the I. T. M. to get a reasonable scenario for the boundary

conditions of the region under study and we critically discuss the method and its

results. Next we use the model results to hypothesize general characteristics of

the tidal propagation in the region.

In Chapter 5 we use the model results to go one step further and discuss how
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they can be used to reach a better understanding of the physical, biological and

chemical oceanography of the area. The steps required for a future transport

model are outlined.



CHAPTER II

DESCRIPTION OF METHODS

2.1 Review of the Circulation Model

The model chosen to get the circulation in the Chilean Inland Seawater of

Gulf of Ancud is called TEA-NL (Non-Linear Tidal Embayment Analysis). It was

developed at the Massachusetts .Institude of Technology (Westerink et al., 1988).

The model solves the two dimensional non-linear shallow-water equations

using a frequency-time domain finite element technique. The derivation of the

governing equations used in this model is presented in Appendix A.

The model is forced by tides and it gives as the output the amplitude and

phase at each node of a finite element grid. Then, it is extrapolated to yield the

sea elevations and velocities at any given point in space and time.

The main considerations taken into account to choose a two-dimensional

model were:

a) The lack of information about the vertical structure in the area. The

only available data on annual change in vertical structure comes from the Lund

expedition (Brattström and Dali, 1951-52) for the Northern most bay of the

system (Reloncavi Sound). These data show that between April and September

there is a relatively well-mixed layer for the whole depth of the bay (Clement et

al., 1988). During austrai Fall and Summer when the fresh water run-off is largest

because of snow melt, the surface mixed layer is about 20 meters thick.

b) The assumption of vertical homogeneity as a first step allows us to

calculate the flow field and get an estimate of the circulation pattern in the region
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that can be used until all the necessary information is available to run a three-

dimensional model.

The main advantage of the finite element method over the more traditional

finite difference method is that it allows a greater versatility in grid discretization

which is especially important for the small scale of coastal embayments.

(Westerink et al, 1984) This feature permits a better fitting of the irregular

boundaries and allows refinement of the grid in such areas as high flow and

bottom gradient regions and at narrow mouths connecting to the open ocean.

The use of harmonic analysis in conjunction with finite elements to solve the

shallow water equations, is intrinsically a natural solution procedure because of

the periodic nature of the tidal phenomenon. In the frequency-domain there are

no time-stepping limitations since this procedure generates a set of quasi-steady

(or time independent) equations. Eliminating the time dependence from the

governing equations reduces them from the equations of the difficult and time

consuming hyperbolic type to that of the elliptic type which are more easily

solved by finite element methods. The harmonic method also offers the potential

of economically performing realistic long term simulations in tidal embayments

and calculation the residual circulation. (Westerink et al., 1988)

One difficulty which arises in implementing this frequency domain model is

that non linear terms generate additional responses at frequencies other than the

base forcing frequency. TEA-NL handles the harmonic coupling produced by the

non-linear terms (finite amplitude, convective acceleration and bottom friction

terms) using an iterative procedure. The iterative scheme generates a finite

spectral series representing the pseudo forcings due to all non-linear components of

the shallow water equations. A linear solution is then used to evaluate the



response to each pseudo forcing component (at predetermined frequencies).

Pseudo forcings are then updated using the updated responses in elevation and

velocities until convergence is achieved.

However, inherent to any solution scheme that iteratively updates the non-

linearities as right hand side loadings is the limitation that the relative magnitude

of the right hand side non-linear term must be small compared to the left hand

side linear term. The implication of this is that the non-linear solution must be a

perturbed linear solution. (Westerink et al., 1988)

For the case of tidal estuaries, the magnitude of the non-linear friction term

far exceeds that of the other non-linear terms. In order to minimize friction as a

right hand side term in the equations (where all the non-linear terms are located),

a close approximation of the linear part of the friction term will be included on

the left hand side of these equations (a major part of the friction term is linear as

shown in Appendix A). The non-linearities are treated in an iterative fashion and

calculated at each cycle to appear as a constant on the right hand side of the

equations during the solution of the next cycle. A linear term is added to both

sides of the momentum equations to provide iterative stability and improve

convergency rates. Equations A.13, A.14 and A.15 (see appendix A) are then

reduced to their harmonic form (equations A.18, A.19 and A.20) using Fourier

series. This leads to Nf sets of time independent equations (equations A.21,

A.22 and A.23) that can be easily solved using finite elements. Each system of

equations is coupled to the other Nf1 system through the non-linear loading

terms. This non-linear coupling between harmonics is handled using an iterative

solution strategy by updating the right hand side load terms at each cycle.

To improve convergency rates and to insure iterative stability, the linearized



friction factor is calculated at each node using the bathymetric data available

kand then multiplied by a relaxation factor prior to starting the full non-linear

iterations. Non-linear load terms are generated at each cycle of the iteration in

the time domain using previously computed harmonic responses (obtained

superpositioning equations 2.1 and 2.2 for all frequencies of interest). These time

histories of the non-linear terms are then harmonically decomposed using a least-

squares harmonic analysis method. A schematic of the iterative scheme is shown

in figure 2. The iterative solution strategy starts out with the assumption that

the non-linear loading terms are zero. Each of the Nf sets of equations are then

solved for the boundary loadings imposed (equations A.24 and A.25). Time

histories can then be generated for velocity and elevation with the following

equations:

(Nf i(.Q.t'

ti(t) = Re .e 2.1
I.j=1j J

(N
u(t) = Re E ii.e , 2.2

j=1 )

This in turn allows time histories of the non-linear pseudo loading vectors P(t)

and P(t) to be produced. These time domain pseudo forcings can now be

approximated as harmonic series. Hence the total non-linear loadings for

continuity arid momentum are distributed to all or some of the sets of frequency

domain equations. Now each of these sets of equations is solved again and the

entire procedure is repeated until convergency is reached. Each of the sets of

equations are linear at each cycle of the iteration although they are coupled

through the non-linear loading terms. Solving each set of linear equations is the

most important step of the non-linear solution scheme. The harmonic analysis of

the non-linear pseudo forcings is of vital importance for the efficiency, accuracy
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and generality of the full non-linear model. The efficiency of the model is strongly

influenced by the number of time history points required for the harmonic

analysis procedure, since the procedure must be applied at every node in the grid

at each iteration. The method used by this model is the least-squares harmonic

analysis. This method consists of a common least-squares error minimization

procedure which uses a harmonic series as the fitting function. The harmonic

series only contains frequencies which are known to exist in the time hisry

record. (Westerink's model defines the time history record as a time series that

contains all the necessary information in the time domain to resolve the

frequencies that we are using in the frequency domain.) The method is able to

extract extremely close and irregularly spaced frequency information, yet only

requires a number of time history points equal to twice the number of frequencies

contained in the time history record.

The squared error between the sampling points and the harmonic fitting

function is normally defined as:

where

E
=j

cos jt + b sin wt) f(tj)12 2.3

f(t) = value of the time history record at time sampling point t

N = number of sampling points

M = number of frequencies

a, b. = unknown harmonic coefficients

The error minimization is had by setting to zero the partial derivatives of E with

respect to each of the coefficients a and b. The model stops when it reaches
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convergency between two consecutive cycles in elevation and velocities according

to the criteria of convergency previously defined, or when it reaches a number of

cycles that is equal to a limit already defined at the start of the run.

The final output from the model are the sea elevations and velocities at each

of the nodes and elements of the finite grid, respectively. These results allow the

user of the model to generate a time series of elevation and velocities for any given

time using the equation A.16a.

2.2 Inverse Tidal Method

2.2.1 Application f Inverse Tidal Method th
Solution of a Practical Problem

The Inverse Tidal Method (I. T. M.) can be defined as the least-squares

fitting technique that uses a singular value decomposition to solve the problem of

defining the values of the boundary conditions for a tidal driven circulation model

(Bennett and McIntosh, 1982).

The I. T. M. is used to calculate the tidal elevations at the boundaries. It is

a data assimilation technique that uses the known information inside the domain

and the results obtained from a model forced with a set of arbitrary basis

functions to generate a new set of boundaries that will recreate, within some

selected criteria, the observed data at known stations.

In a practical case the set of equations that we solve is:

A.cd

where:
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1) A is the rectangular matrix with the values of each one of the basis

functions at each one of the grid points of the finite element grid that corresponds

to a known station. These values are obtained from a linear run of TEA-NL.

2) c is the matrix that contains the weights cj for each one of the basis

functions. It is the only unknown.

3) d is the matrix that contains the perturbated known data.

Matrix d is obtained from the following equation:

d = non-linear guess - known data

where the non-linear guess is the value of any arbitrary function at the given

stations obtained from a full non-linear run of TEA-NL.

Using matrix d defined in this way, instead of

d = known data,

saved computer time and reduced the number of iterations required for a given

convergency criterion. Of course, this statement is based on the assumption that

our first guess is close to the right solution. In case that we do not have enough

information to estimate the first guess, setting the non-linear guess equal to zero

may be a wise choice because it does not introduce unnecessary corrections to the

boundaries.

The solution of this set of equations gave us the weights c that multiply the
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basis functions and made possible the computation of a new set of boundary

conditions.

After each iteration we computed matrix d using the previous results of the

model as the non-linear guess. If the solution is converging the value of the

elements of matrix d decreased with each iteration. If matrix d decreased then

the weights cj also decreased. Matrix A always remained the same, because its

elements depend only on the values obtained from the model for the arbitrary sets

of boundary conditions (basis functions) and not from the new set of boundary

conditions. Figure 3 is a schematic diagram that explains how the Inverse Tidal

Problem is solved for a general case.

Appendix B has a complete description, step by step, of the application of

the I. T. M. for a general case. It also contains the Fortran codes used for this

computation, samples of input files for the case of the Chilean Inland Seawater

System of Gulf of Ancud and a flow chart that describes the process.

2.2.2 Mathematical Formulation f The.
Inverse Tidal Method

This section reviews the mathematical formulation of the least squares data

fitting and singular value decomposition used to perform the I. T. M.

Suppose we have m given data points

(t,y) i = 1,... ,m

where t is the independent variable and y is the dependent variable that

satisfies the following unknown equatibn:

y = y(t1).
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Suppose now that y can be approximated by a linear combination of n given

basis functions c6, then:

y(t) (t) = c11(t) + c22(t) + .. . + cnç5n(t)

The problem to be solved is to choose the n coefficients c1, . . . , Cn so that the

model fits the data in some physical or mathematical sense. The model is linear

because the coefficients appear linearly, although the basis functions may be

nonlinear functions of t.

A common linear model is a polynomial

(t) = c1 + c2t + c3t2 + . . . +

where k(t) = ckt.

Another example using trigonometric approximations is:

5(t) =c1 sin t + c2 cost + c3 sin 2t + c4 cos 2t + .

+ Cn sin nt + c+i cos nt

where k(t) = ck sin kt + ck+1 cos kt.

In our particular case we shall consider the case where m, the number of

data points, is smaller than or equal to n, the number of unknown coefficients.

Then the problem of choosing the coefficients is well defined, and it is usually

possible to have the model fit exactly the data.

The criteria for determining the coefficients cj's will be the method of least-



squares. For any choice of cj's the residual at the tb data point is

= c(t) y
3=1

or

17

= 5(t)
The least-squares criterion specifies that the cj's must be chosen to

minimize the sum of the squares of the residuals, or in other words, the cj's have

to be chosen to fit the data using a combination of basis functions with the

smallest possible error.

(m 2Minimizeover c

The least-squares criterion necessarily determine a unique set of coefficients,

unless the number of data points m is larger than the number of unknown

coefficients. If the basis functions are linearly dependent at the data points, which

means that there are non-zero coefficients for which

7...(t.) = 0 i = 1, . . , mj=1JJ

then any multiple of the 7j's can be added to the cj's without changing the sum

of the squares of the residuals.

In order to compute a set of coefficients which give a minimum sum of

squares we will have to minimize z, or equivalently, to minimize

2
1/2'm'n yi

i=1 j=1
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?=O for k=1,...,n.
Ck

Taking the derivatives and interchanging orders of summation, we obtain

j1(i1 (t) k(t)) c
=j

yik(ti).

This is the set of n simultaneous linear equations for the n unknown c1's.

It can be written in matrix form as:

P.c=q

where 1kj 1k(ti) (t) and kj =

1=1

Notice that the matrix P depends only on the basis functions and it is

symmetric.

There are some serious drawbacks to the use of these equations to compute

the coefficients Cj. It turns out that the matrix P often has a very high

condition number, so that no matter how the set of equations is solved, errors in

the data and round-off errors introduced during the solution are excessively

magnified in the computed coefficients. In the extreme situation where two of the

basis functions (t) are linearly dependent, it can be shown that P is singular,
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and the condition number is infinite. (See last paragraph, page 23.) The most

reliable method for computing the coefficients for least-squares problems is based

on a matrix factorization known as the singular value decomposition (S.V.D.).

There are other methods which require less computer time and storage, but they

are less effective in dealing with errors in the data, round-off errors, and linear

dependence (Forsythe et al., 1977).

The singular value decomposition begins with a rectangular matrix A with

m rows and n columns whose elements are:

=

If y denotes the m vector with elements and c denotes the n vector

with components Cj then the approximate equations are:

and can be written as

c,(t) = i = 1, . . . , m

A.c=y.
11 1

mXn nXl mXl

The S.V.D. takes A as the input and returns three matrices A, U and V

as output. The matrix A is diagonal with non-negative diagonal entries, which

are known as the singular values of A. The matrices U and V are used to

decompose A into:

A=uAVT
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where U is an orthogonal matrix and V is a transposed orthogonal matrix.

(Note: if we use complex matrices, instead of real matrices, the transposed

matrices become transposed conjugated matrices.)

"It is known that a matrix can be obtained as the product of three factors:

the orthogonal matrix U, the diagonal matrix A, and the transposed orthogonal

matrix (Cornelius Lanczos, 1961)

So using the S.V.D. we can transform the equation

Ac=y

into an equivalent diagonal set of equations:

= 7

where = vT . c

and 7=uT..

It is important to recall that multiplication by orthogonal matrices does not

change such important geometrical quantities as the length of a vector or the

angle between two vectors.

Let c, j = 1 , . . . , n be the diagonal entries of A. In principle, if none of

the crj's are zero, the transformed equations could be solved by setting

y. j=1,...,n.
J

.3
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However, this is not always desirable in practice if some oj's are small. The

are non-zero if and only if the basis functions are linearly independent at

the data points. So the key to the proper use of the S.V.D. is to choose a

tolerance r which reflects the accuracy of the original data and the accuracy of

the floating-point arithmetic being used. Any greater than r is acceptable

and the corresponding is computed as Any less than T is

negligible and the corresponding can be set to zero.

The ratio crmax/omjn, where °max is the largest singular value and 0min is

the smallest singular value, is defined as the condition number of matrix A.

Neglecting o's less than r is the same as decreasing the condition number to

cmax/r. Since the condition number is an error magnification factor, this results

in a more reliable determination of the cj's. The cost of this increased reliability

is usually an increase in the size of the residuals. (Forsythe et al., 1977)
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CHAPTER III VALIDATION OF METHODS

Because of the uncertainties surrounding the data for the Chilean Inland

Seawater System of Gulf of Ancud, it is essential to "prove" the predictive utility

of this model by validating its output in test cases.

In this chapter, we will validate the I. T. M. in the context of two well-

controlled case studies: a rectangular embayment (synthetic dock), and the

English Channel and southern bight of the North Sea (Werner and Lynch, 1989).

Each case will help us to get a better understanding of:

(1) how to choose the basis functions,

(2) how the method behaves when we introduce changes in the data (small

random perturbations), and

(3) what happens when we move the location of the known stations closer

or farther to the boundaries.

The main advantage of the two cases used to validate the I. T. M. is that

"known" data was obtained from non-linear runs of the TEA-NL model forced by

a given set of boundary conditions. Validation could be made for arbitrary

boundary conditions; for the North Sea case, I chose the set calculated by

Baptista et al, 1989. These given sets avaid all possible errors introduced by

external factors, for example, digitizing errors, etc. In this way the I. T. M. tried

to fit error-free "known data" at the reference stations so that any differences

between the known and calculated data was attributable to the method itself.

The rectangular embayment case tests if the I. T. M. works for a very simple

geometry, and, to a first approximation, how the flow field behaves under
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different combinations of basis functions imposed as the forcing functions.

The North Sea case tests the I. T. M. under a more complex geometry, and

illustrates how to choose the best combinations of basis functions to use as the

forcing functions.

The results are presented at reference stations in the form of:

(1) time series of elevations,

(2) charts of amplitudes and phases of tidal elevations, and

(3) charts of flow fields and error for elevations.

The error for elevations and the time series of elevations are always

calculated at the same reference stations. In this way, any changes in location of

the known data points introduced to test the behavior of the method are always

compared at the same reference stations. The error at each one of the reference

stations has been calculated using the following equation (Baptista et al., 1989):

1/2

Error [ tO{f(Ak,f cos(wf k,f) AC,f cos(wf t

Where:

N = Number of time steps.

T Total time period used to calculate time error.

F = Number of tidal frequencies.

Akf = Known amplitude at frequency f.

ACf = Calculated Amplitude at frequency f.

= Tidal frequency.
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k,f = Known phase at frequency f.

c,f Calculated phase at frequency f.

Each one of the two cases presented here have all the required data to

compare the results between the I.T.M. solution and the reference stations.

3.1 Rectangular Embayment

The rectangular embayment is a channel that has rigid boundaries on the

northern, southern and eastern sides. Its western boundary is open and forced by

tides. There are no other forcings and the bottom is flat. The finite element grid

is composed of 304 similar elements and 180 nodes (Figure 4). This particular

geometry was chosen for its simplicity.

The Inverse Tidal Problem was solved using combinations of:

(1) linear and,

(2) linear and trigonometric basis functions.

The wavelengths used for the trigonometric basic functions range between

450 meters and 1,450 meters. The length of the boundary where these functions

were imposed was 1,800 meters.

The first guess set the amplitudes and phases at the boundary points to zero.

The known data was obtained from a full non-linear run of the model for the same

grid and two points inside the domain were selected to be the reference points for

comparison (stations 30 and 34, Figure 4). The tidal frequency chosen for the test

comparison was the M2 tide.

Table 1 has the values of amplitudes and phases at grid point 30 for the

known data and for successive iterations using linear basis functions. Table 2 has
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Rectangukw Embayment

Finite Element Grid

180 Nodes

304 Elements

Figure 4. Rectangular embayment, finite
element grid.
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Amplitude (cals} Phase [radians]

Known Dat.a 0.19380487143(356 0.10000628186546

First Run 0.19377893596946 0.098551942641913

Second Run 0.19380527805611 0.1000064903S993

Third Run 0.19380487160178 0. 100006884S5009

Fourth Run 0.19380487143574 0.10006S8186709

Fifth Run O.193$04S7143656 0.10006S81S6545

Table 1 Amplitudes and phases at grid point 30 for linear basis functions.

Real Part Imaginary Part

First Run (L1936E ± 01 0.2810E - 02

Second Run 0.2650E - 03 O2S1OE - 02

Third Run 0.04GOE - 05 Q.7640E - 06

Fourth Run .-O.1650E - 0$ 0.5770E - 08

Fifth Run 0.8770E - 11 0.4730E - 11

Table 2 Values of weights that multiply the linear basis functions to

correct the boundary conditions.
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the values for the weights of one of the basis functions at the same grid point 30.

Table 3 has the values of amplitudes and phases at grid point 30 for

theknown data for successive iterations using a combination of linear and

trigonometric basis functions. Table 4 has the values for the weights of one of the

basis functions at the same grid point 30.

Figure 5 shows the known flow field and the calculated flow fields after the

fifth run using linear basis functions and a combination of linear and

trigonometric basis functions.

From table 1 we note that after five iterations the amplitude and phase of the

tide at grid point 30 is almost equal to the known amplitude and known

phase. Table 2 shows how the correction introduced to the boundary conditions

after each iteration is decreasing, and therefore, how the calculated values are

converging to the known values. Figure 5 shows the known and calculated flow

fields at the same instant (instant = 11 hours).

From table 3 we note that after five iterations the amplitude and phase of the

M2 tide at grid point 30 is still oscillating around the known values.

Combinations of linear basis functions with sines and cosines of different

wavelengths were used, but convergency was never achieved. In all tests with

combinations of basis functions, the first iteration gave the best possible

approximation at the grid point used as the reference point and the most

reasonable flow field.

As we note in figure 5 the flow field for the same instant after successive

iterations clearly shows a non-physical behavior that has a tendency to propagate

further and further from the boundary as the number of iterations increase. This



Amplitude fcrns] Phase [radians]

Known Data. 0.19380487143656 0.10000688186546

First Run 0.19402967223008 0.09527579996317

Second Run 0.19296234813237 0.10680508436959

Third Run 0.19579972788272 0.098634640429191

Fourth Run 0. 19057S2549348 0.10593405166880

Fifth Run 0.194653662163 0.0997234283721

Table 3 Amplitudes and phases at grid point 30 for a combination of

linear and trigonometric basis functions.

Real Part Imaginary Part

First Run 0.1916E + 01 0.3462E 01

Second Run 0.3042E - 01 0.4595E - 01

Third Run O.4516E - 01 0.1908E + 00

Fourth Run (J.3552E - 01 0.1026E + 00

Fifth Run 0.9168E - 01 0.5806E - 01

Table 4 Values of weights that multiply the linear and trigonometric

basis functions to correct the boundary conditions.
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Known flow field

Calculated flow field (linear functions)
,a-

a- a-a-
a-a- - - - -- - -

a.;'. a- a--a- ,.' a- - - - - -

,_" a-,- a - - - - - -
a-

a- ----------_ - - -- - -

a-' a- a- a-a- --
a-a

aa- a a-.- --
a-'- a-i a- ' ..-.. -__ -- - -

a, a- a-, - -_ --

Calculated flow field (trigonometric functions)

-: -- -: -- -: -- -: -_

-

:

Figure 5. Known and calculated flow fields
using linear and trigonometric
basis functions for the rectangular
embayment at instant = 11 hours.
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behavior is studied in the next section for the more complex case of the North

Sea.

The solution obtained for the case of linear basis functions are as expected

and explained by the mathematical formulation. The error decreased after each

interation and therewith, the correction to the boundary conditions due to the

basis functions.

3.2. North Sea

This case is based on a finite element grid that was developed for the English

Channel and southern bight of the North Sea by Werner and Lynch, (1989). The

grid has 1,613 elements and 611 nodes (Figure 6). The field data were compiled

by Drs. C. Le Provost and G. Verboom and distributed to be used in the solution

of a benchmark problem under the auspices of the vith International Conference

of Finite Elements in Water Resources (Werner and Lynch, 1989). The known

data set consists of eleven reference stations (Figure 7).

The Inverse Tidal Problem was solved using combinations of linear and trigo

nometric basis functions. The known flow field, phases and amplitudes for the

grid were obtained from a full non-linear rim of the model described in Baptista et

at., 1989. The tidal frequency used for the comparison was M2.

The combination of basis functions used in this case were linear functions,

and linear and trigonometric functions (sines and cosines). The wavelengths of

the trigonometric basis functions were chosen to fit within the length of the

boundary. In each experiment depending on the number of basis functions, a

fewer number of reference stations were used for the solution of the Inverse Tidal

Problem. In all experiments the error was calculated at the eleven reference
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Figure 6. North Sea, finite element grid
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Figure 7. North Sea, location of reference stations
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stations.

The first chosen boundary condition used was an arbitrary linear basis

function. The model was run, for this boundary condition and its result used as

the first guess in the solution of the Inverse Tidal Problem.

The results are compared with the known data at the reference stations for

different combinations of basis functions and stations.

Three sets of results are discussed in this section. These sets were chosen

among several combinations because they respresent the most interesting

experiments. The experiments are as follows:

a) Expel45: It was performed using four linear basis functions as the

correctors for the boundary.

b) Expel66: It was defined as the experiment containing the known

data.

c) Expe28O: It was performed using twenty-four basis functions as the

correctors for the boundary. The basis functions are a

combination of linear and trigonometric functions. The

linear functions are the same used in IExpel45. The

trigonometric functions are composed of ten sines and ten

osines of different wavelengths.

t was performed based on Expe28O, but introducing a

andom perturbation in the known data at the reference

tations used in the solution of the Inverse Tidal Problem.

'he results of these runs were used to check how the
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elevations at the reference stations were affected by the

introduction of a random error.

Figures 8 through 40 present the time series of elevation of tide at the

eleven reference stations for a period of 13 hours.

Table 5 has the values of the RMS-Error for at each one of the eleven

reference stations averaged over a period of 13 hours.

From table 5 and figures 8 through 40 we find a very good fit between the

known data and the calculated data obtained from the runs of the model. The

difference between known data and calculated data for these experiments was

never larger than 5.3 centimeters. If we would like to reduce the error at the

reference stations, a larger number of iterations would generate a better fitting.

Figures 41 through 46 show the flow fields, the isolines of amplitude and the

isolines of phase for the known data and the three experiments. All flow field

charts were calculated at instant equal to three, six, nine and twelve hours (one

tidal cycle of M2).

All these previous figures look alike, but they are different near to the

southern boundary. While the error at the reference stations is within tolerance,

the charts of Expe28O and Expe294 show some very distinctive features at the

southern boundary. These features are not presented in the known data nor in

Expel45.

The reason for these features are the arbitrary basis functions used as the

correctors for the boundary forcing conditions. In the three experiments these

functions fulfill the mathematical requirements of the I. T. M., that it is to be

independent from each other. Linear functions as in Expel45 only generated a
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Figure 24. Elevations. Known data vs. calculated
data (EXPE28O) at station Dover for a
period of 13 hours
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Figure 27. Elevations. Known data vs. calculated
data (EXPE28O) at station Zeebrugge
for a period of 13 hours
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STATION ERROR IN CENTIMETERS

EXPE 145 EXPE2SO EXPE 294

St. Malo 5.292 1.311 0.194

Cherbourg 1.599 1.461 0.810

Christchurch 0.983 2.432 1.380

Dieppe 4.013 3.669 0.790

Boulogne 4.184 3.726 0.019

Dover 2.711 2.537 0.270

CaIa.is 2.230 2.596 0.730

Walton 0.168 0.243 0.063

Zeebrugge 0.284 0.980 0.148

Lowestoft 0.002 0.266 0.001

Hoek Van Holland 0.933 0.412 0.177

Table 5 RMS-Error at the eleven reference stations for frequency M2.
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Inztoat = 3 hours

Figure 41. Known flow field (EXPE166)
and calculated flow fields (EXPE14S-
EXPE28O-EXPE294) for the North Sea
at instant 3 hours.
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lnsthat = 6 hours

Figure 42. Known flow field (EXPE166)
and calculated flow fields (EXPE145-
EXPE28O-EXPE294) for the North Sea
at instant = 6 hours.
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Instant = 9 hours

Figure 43. Known flow field (EXPE166)
and caiculated flow fields (EXPE145-
EXPE2SO-EXPE294) for the North Sea

at instant = 9 hours.
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Instant 12 hours

Figure 44. Known flow field (EXPE166)
and calculated flow fields (EXPE145-
EXPE28O-EXPE294) for the North Sea
at instant = 12 hours.
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Amplitudes

Figure 45. Isolines of amplitudes for
EXPE166 (known data) and
EXPEI45-EXPE28O-EXPE294
(calculated data) for North Sea.



Phases

Figure 46. Isolines of phases for EXPE166
(known data) and EXPE145-EXPE28O-
EXPE294 (calculated data) for North Sea.
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correction for the boundary conditions that resulted in a linear trend along the

boundary. In Expe28O and Expe294, a combination of linear and trigonometric

functions satisfied the required precision at the reference stations, but it generated

a correction for the boundary conditions that was a quasi-trigonometric function.

This quasi-trigonometric function was the sum of sines, cosines and linear trends.

It would never be a purely linear trend, unless the wavelengths chosen for the

trigonometric functions are so large that compared with the length of the

boundary the functions look like linear functions. This quasi-trigonometric shape

function would force, at and near the boundary, the features presented in figures

41 through 44.

Figure 47 shows the differences in velocity between the known flow field and

the calculated flow field in each one of the three experiments. This chart clearly

shows in Expe28O and Expe294 the influence that the shape of the forcing function

had over the resultant flow field. In Expel45 where the forcing function was a

linear trend these anomalies were not present in the flow field.

Expe294 suggested that if the error of the known data or in this experiment,

a random perturbation of the data, is smaller than the tolerance r chosen during

the singular value decomposition as the accuracy of the data, the final result is

not significantly affected by this perturbation. This suggestion is important

because it allows us to test the value of tolerance r chosen and to check the

stability of the results for perturbations in the data smaller than the known error

of the data. This is the reason why Expe294 that used Expe2SO as the first guess

improved the fitting at the reference stations and reduced the magnitude of the

error.

As the conclusion from these experiments with different sets of basis



Expel 66Expel 45

Figure 47. Residual flow fields for the
North Sea. Difference between
known flow field (EXPE166) and
three experiments (EXPE145-
EXPE28O-EXPE294)
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functions we say that any sets of independent basis functions can be used to solve

an Inverse Tidal Problem. Nevertheless, it is better to choose lower degree

functions to get a better approximation of the actual physical flow near the

boundaries.

The I. T. M. is a good data assimilation technique that does not require an

excellent first guess, as do other intuitive methods, and allows us to estimate a set

of boundary conditions that can be used to force a numerical model to yield a

good approximation inside the domain of the region under study.



CHAPTER IV

CHILEAN INLAND SEAWATER SYSTEM

4.1 Analysis of Tidal Data

In this section we summarize the tidal data available for the Chilean Inland

Seawater System of Gulf of Ancud, and analyze the general trends of tidal

propagation that can be inferred from these data. The data were supplied by. the

Chilean Hidrographic Institute in the form of amplitudes and phases of

extractable tidal constituents in each station.

Figure 48 indicates the location of the seven stations for which data are

available. We note that there are no stations in the vicinity of any of the

boundaries of our region of interest. Hence, neither the ocean forcings nor the link

to the Moraleda. Canal (Southern boundary) can be inferred from the data. This

constitutes the most significant challenge for the modeling of the Chilean Inland

Seawater System of Gulf of Ancud, and has motivated our work on the

development of strategies to solve the Inverse Tidal Problem.

Table 6 summarizes the information available for each station, including the

length of the record from which the Chilean Hydrographic Institute derived the

amplitudes arid phases of the tidal components. We note that, except for Puerto

Montt, the tidal records are short (between 25 and 37 days), which immediately

suggests potential problems with the accuracy of the tidal amplitudes and phases

that we will be using as a basis for our work. Also, because of the differences in

the length of the records for each station the tidal frequencies at which amplitudes

and phases were calculated by the Chilean llydrographic Institute are not the

same for all stations.
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Figure 48. Chilean Inland Seawater System
of Gulf of Ancud. Location
of reference stations



STATION

Tidaj Frequency Fa.ro Corona Carelinapu Chacw. TtutU Puerto Moatt Chumildea CastroAmp, (cm) Ppai Amp, (cm) Phrn Amp, (cm) Phase Amp. (cm) Phac Amp. (cm) Phase Amp. (cm) Phe Amp, (tm) PP

Ms( 4.30 221.74 8.74 225.43 5.03 242.61 15.23 216.14 1.89 186.92 7.75 2S1.43 2.11 3.77

11.38 314,27 13.08 326.23 15.86 325.30 11.04 321.08 15.42 331,56 13.86 332.70 14.95 329.69

K1 19.73 17.25 24.05 5,46 26.41 8.2? 21.13 29.52 22.37 11.10 24.78 357,24 22,33 7,17

51.89 12.2% 87.09 30.96 163.04 40.76 ISS.79 34.36 181.93 42.17 164.07 39.99 159.18 35.50

S2 25.88 38.71 22.58 53.89 48.44 67.13 101.17 73.48 76.52 61.05 60.02 34.68 67.60 50.70

M4 1.95 17.39 9.12 18.34 5.6 8.63 1.70 298.85 0.93 327.82 0,71 260.51 0,73 S6.69

MS4 1.44 63.48 4.11 25.82 3.09 33.28 2.56 340.12 0.93 316.00 0.95 255.32 0.48 137.1?

Length o( the

liccord (Days) 25 32 37 Uukuuw 370 28 Unknown

Tablc 6. I<nown amplitudes and phases at the reference stations in the

Chilean Inland Seawater System of Gulf of Ancud



The tides in the region are markedly semi-diurnal. This is well illustrated by

table 7, which lists the amplitude of the leading astronomical constituents relative

to M2, for Faro Corona and Puerto Montt. As a reference the table also shows

the same amplitude ratios for a purely astronomical tide as given by the Tidal

Equilibrium Theory (Pond, 1986).

In the remainder of this section, and in the other sections of this chapter, we

concentrate on five astronomical constituents (Msf, 01, K1, M2, S2), one

overtide M4 and one compound tide MS4. These last two constituents are

usually called shallow water constituents and they are a result of the fact that

when a wave runs into shallow water its trough is retarded more than its crest and

the wave loses its simple harmonic form. The shallow water constituents are

classified as overtides and compound tides, the overtide having a speed that is an

exact multiple of one of the astronomical constituents and the compound tide a

speed that equals the sum or difference of two or more astronomical constituents.

(Schureman, P., 1958)

In categorizing these data, we found a clear distinction between the behavior

of the astronomical and the shallow water tidal constituents.

The following conclusions apply:

a) Amplitudes

There is a well-defined trend that the amplitudes of the diurnal and

semi-diurnal constituents increase with distance inside the gulf from its mouth at

Guafo to its head at Puerto Montt. This trend is, or course, to be expected since

the amplitude of a gravity wave increases as depth decreases, at least up to the

point where the effects of friction begin to take over. This would indicate that the

bathymetry and geometry of the basin affects the



Tidal
Constituent

Amplitude Relative to that of M2 (%)

Faro Corona_) Puerto Mont Tidal Equilibrium

100 100 100

S2 43 42 46

N2 25 24 19

13 13 13

L2 7.4 5.5 4

14 12 58

01 9.4 8.5 41

P1 4 4 19

Mf 0.9 0.2 17.2

Msf 1.3 1 9.1

Table 7 Amplitude of leading astronomical constituents relative to

for Faro Corona and Puerto Montt.
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constituents within each of these groups similarly.

Table 8 gives the maximum and minimum amplitudes for each tidal

frequency and the station at which these values occur. Also, it gives the

value of a new parameter called "Tidal Amplification" that measures the

incremental change in amplitude that the wave experiences over the length of

propagation, and is defined as follows:

Tidal Amplification
{

(Maximum Amplitude - Minimum AmPlitude)}
Minimum Amplitude

Tidal amplification of the diurnal and semi-diurnal constituents is small

relative to that of the shallow-water constituents. Thus, while the amplitude

of the astronomical constituents do increase over the length of the Gulf of

Ancud, the shallow-water tides grow several times their amplitude between

the stations on Gulf of Ancud and station "Carelmapu" on the western

mouth of Chacao Canal. This growing is unexpected and it is not present for

the other constituents. If we disregard station "Carelinapu" for the analysis

of the shallow-water tides, we can clearly note that they behave as the

astronomical tides do and that the effect of the bathymetry as a generation

mechanism is present.

At the station "Carelmapu" we note that an amplification of the

amplitude of the tide is anticipated due to changes in bathymetry. This tidal

amplification is at most of the order of half of the amplitude for the

astronomical tides, but in the case of the shallow-water tides is almost three

times for MS4 and four and a half times for M4. One possible explanation

for this phenomenon is the location of the station. The station is located on

the western mouth of Chacao Canal where it can be affected by strong spatial



Tidal

Constituent

Mm. Amp. Stat.

cms.

Max. Amp. Stat.

cms.

Tidal

Amplification

Msf 1.89 Pert Montt 15.23 Tautil 7.058

01 11.38 Faro Corona 17.04 Tautil 0.497

K1 19.73 Faro Corona 26.41 Chacao 0.338

M2 57.89 Fa.ro Corona 188.79 Ta.util 2.261

S2 22.58 Careirnapu 101.17 Tautil 3.480

M4 0.71 Chumilden 9.12 Carelmapu 11.845

MSA 0.48 Castro 4.11 Carelmapu 7.562

Table 8 Maximum and Minimum known amplitudes and tidal

amplification factors in the Chilean Inland Seawater System

of Gulf of Ancud.



variations of velocity due to tidal currents (Clement et a].., 1988). All these

factors, changes in bathymetry, friction and spatial variation of velocity, can

generate the unexpected growth in amplitude of the shallow-water tides.

b) Phases

The tidal temporal propagation is analyzed assuming that the tidal wave can

only propagate into Chilean Inland Seawater System of Gulf of Ancud through

Chacao Canal (eastward), or along the western shore of Chloe Island (southward),

Gulf of Corcovado (eastward) and Gulf of Ancud (northward). (Clement, et al.,

1988)

According to this interpretation, tides take about the same time to propagate

from Ancud to Chacao through Chacao Canal than they take to propagate

between the same two stations by fully contouring Chiloe island by the south.

This pattern of tidal propagation was based on simple but reasonable

considerations on the geometry and bathymetry of the system, and on the celerity

of shallow water waves. Unfortunately, the available data set lacks quality to

correlate (or not) the proposed pattern.

The semi-diurnal constituents show that the propagation is north-south along

the western seaward shore of Chloe Island and then it tunis inland toward

Reloncavi Sound. The phases for M2 have two anomalies; first, the phase at

Chumilden increases compared with Castro and based on the local bathymetry the

tidal wave should arrive earlier to Churnilden because of the shallow depths near

Castro. Second, the phase at Tautil increases compared with the phase at Puerto

Montt and because of the distance that the wave has to travel inside Reloncavi

Sound should be the opposite. The phases for S2 show the same anomaly at
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Tautil and Puerto Montt.

The diurnal constituents show for the case of K1 the same anomaly in

phase at Tautil and Puerto Montt and an anomalous increase in phase at Faro

Corona with respect to Carelinapu. 01 has an anomalous decrease in phase at

Chacao compared with Carelmapu or Chumilden.

The shallow-water constituents show for the case of M4 an anomalous

decrease in phase at Chacao compared with Carelmapu or Castro. For MS4

there are two anomalies; first, Puerto Montt has an increase in phase compared

with Tautil and second, Carelmapu has a decrease in phase compared with Faro

Corona.

The fortnightly constituent shows the same anomaly in phase for

stations Puerto Montt and Tautil. Also the phase at Chacao decreases compared

with the phase at Castro or Chumilden.

All these anomalies suggest that the reliability of the data is low. The

larger values of phase for five of the seven frequencies at Tautil compared with

Puerto Montt strongly suggests that the data at Tautil is wrong. This conclusion

is supported on the facts that the length of the tidal record at Tautil is unknown

and that the length of the tidal record at Puerto Montt is longer than one year.

At the same time it is well-known that Puerto Montt has been the reference

station for that area for more than 40 years and that the Chilean Tide Tables used

Puerto Montt as the main station for the Chilean Inland Seawater System of Gulf

of Ancud.

In summary, the available tidal data is scarce and poorly located for

our intended application. More importantly, the data shows poor spatial
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correlation, probably as a consequence of the short length of the records at most

stations.

4.2 Definition of Boundary Conditions

In the case of the Chilean Inland Seawater System of Gulf of Ancud the

Inverse Tidal Problem was solved using twelve basis functions for each frequency.

As we can see in Figure 49 the system has three open boundaries which we denote

as western boundary, southwestern boundary and southeastern boundary

respectively. Four basis functions were defined for each boundary: two basis

functions for amplitude and two basis functions for phase. The basis functions for

amplitude had the phase set equal to zero and the basis functions for phase had

the amplitude set equal to a constant. The maximum value used for the

amplitude of M2 was one meter. The maximum values used for the other

frequencies were a percentage of the 'amplitude of M2 and they were calculated

using station "Faro Corona" as the reference station because it is the most

representative of ocean conditions. The maximum value used for the phase was

one radian and it was the same maximum value used for the seven frequencies.

The constants used for the amplitude in the basis functions for phase were the

percentage of the amplitude of M2 used as the maximum value for the basis

functions of amplitude.

The amplitudes and phases of the boundary points used for the basis

functions were calculated using a plane. This choice was made based on the

results obtained during the validation of the I. T. M. for the rectangular

embayment and North Sea. The main purpose of "a plane based" basis function

was to avoid the kind of behavior for the flow field observed near the boundaries

for the North Sea and Rectangular Embayinent (see Figure 47). Basis functions
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Figure 49. Definition sketch for the boundaries
in the Chilean Inland Seawater
System of Gulf of Ancud
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based on a plane are the simplest forcing functions and would not introduce any

strange behavior to the boundary conditions. More complex boundary conditions

are justified only when we have data available near to the boundaries that suggest

that the real shape of the forcing functions is not linear.

Figure 50 is a schematic drawing of a plane used to calculate the values of

amplitude and phase for the boundary points along the western boundary. The

projection of a boundary grid point over the plane would give us the value of

amplitude or phase for that point based on the coordinates of the point and the

equation of the plane. The equation of each plane was calculated using the

northern and southern most points of the boundary for the western boundary and

the eastern and western most points for the southeastern and southwestern

boundaries. In each calculation, an extra point, along the same latitude or

longitude of one of the grid points was used to ensure a unique solution.

The corresponding amplitudes and phases at the nodes of the finite element

grid (see Figure 49) for each one of the basis functions were obtained forcing the

model (TEA-NL) in a linear fashion with the boundary conditions calculated from

the planes. These values were used later to apply the I. T. M. to get the weights

for the basis functions and to get a new set of corrected boundary conditions.

This new set of corrected boundary conditions was applied to the model to do

a non-linear run. The output of this run was used as the non-linear guess for the

I. T. M. (as described in Chapter 2 and Appendix B) and a new set of corrected

boundary conditions was generated. This process was repeated until the desired

difference among the known elevations at the stations and the calculated

elevations was reached (see Figure 78, flow chart of I. T. M.).
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I lii

Figure 50. Schematic drawing of plane used to
calculate the values of amplitude and
phase along the western boundary for.
the basis functions
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4.3 Analysis of Model Results

The results of the model forced with the boundary conditions calculated using

the I. T. M. are presented in the form of time series of elevations at the reference

stations (see Figure 48), charts of flow fields and charts of isolines of amplitudes

and phases for each tidal frequency.

Two different combinations of stations were used for the application of the

I. T. M. to the Chilean Inland Seawater System of Gulf of Ancud:

a) all seven stations where tidal data were available

b) Five stations, excluding stations Tautil and Castro, under the

assumption that these stations have wrong values of phases and amplitudes

due to the uncertainty of the length of the records.

Elevations

Figures 51 through 57 show the time series of elevations for the known data

and calculated data at the reference stations for seven frequencies for a period of

thirteen hours (one M2 tidal cycle) using seven stations in the I. T. M Figure

58 through 64 show the time series of elevations for the known data and calculated

data at the reference stations for a period of thirteen hours using five stations in

the I. T. M. Figures 65 and 66 and table 9 have the values of the RMS error at

the reference stations for the two different combinations of stations.

It is clear from the time series of elevations that the fit at the reference

stations is fairly good. The value of the averaged RMS error at the reference

stations using seven stations was 2.89 centimeters, and using five stations was 2.95

centimeters. In both cases the largest contributions to the error were coming from
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STATION
RMS-ERROR (cms)

Using Seven
Stations

Using Five
Stations

Tautil 3.83 3.92

Puerto Montt 0.64 0.64

Chacao 8.12 7.97

Chumilden 1.09 1.07

Faro Corona 0.58 0.42

Carelinapu 1.52 1.36

Castro 3.99 5.32

Table 9 RMS-Error at the seven reference stations in the

Chilean Inland Seawater System of Gulf of Ancud for

frequencies Msf, 01, K1, M2, S2, M4, MS4
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stations Chacao and Castro. Station Castro is located on the eastern side of

Chiloe Island in a very shallow bay and the bathymetric information is only

available for a few locations. This lack of information could be the cause that the

error is large, especially because the tidal amplification in this area is a very

important factor to calculate the tidal amplitude. The RMS errors were large at

station Castro and station Tautil when we used five stations because these

stations were not used as known data points by the I. T. M. and the solution for

the boundary conditions did not try to reproduce the values of amplitude and

phase at these stations. Station Chacao is located on the eastern mouth of Chacao

Canal on Chiloe Island and is strongly influenced by spatial variations of velocity

during the tidal cycle. The spatial variations of velocity and the bottom friction

could be affecting the prediction of elevations made by the model because of the

non-linear interactions that have to be taken into account due to these terms in

the shallow water equations.

The bottom friction values were obtained using equations A.4 and A.5 (see

Appendix A) and the friction factor used was the Manning factor (equation A.6).

The value of the variable "n" in the calculation of the Manning friction factor was

0.25 m312 2; variable "h" corresponds to a calculated depth at each grid point.

Our choice of this n number is as a first guess.

Our bottom friction condition used was based on typical values used by

TEA-NL when the model was applied to other areas (Westerink et al., 1988).

These values could be changed if the flow field does not show a well-defined

physical behavior in some areas of the domain.



Flow Fields

Figure 67 shows the flow field in the Chilean Inland Seawater System of Gulf

of Ancud using seven stations at instant equal to 6 hours of the tidal cycle.

Figures 68 through 71 show the flow field of the Chilean Inland Seawater System

of Gulf of Ancud using five stations at instant equal to 3, 6, 9 and 12 hours of the

tidal cycle. These flow fields were calculated combining the results of the seven

frequencies used in the simulation. They show, as expected, strong currents in

Chacao Canal and through the passages among the islands located between Gulf

of Aucud and Gulf of Corcovado. In the case of the flow field obtained with the

boundary conditions calculated using seven stations in the I. T. M. we notice

strong currents at the two southern boundaries. These currents are the result of

the boundary conditions calculated using the I. T. M. These boundary conditions

had large amplitudes at the southern boundaries in order to fit the known data at

the seven stations. In the case of flow fields obtained with the boundary

conditions calculated using five stations in the I. T. M. we do not notice strong

currents at the southern boundaries and the magnitude of the flow field along the

seaward shore of Chiloe Island is much smaller than in the previous case. The

elevations obtained using only five stations in the L T. M. are much smaller than

in the case of seven stations. The largest amplitudes are at the northern most

points of the western boundary, instead of at the southern boundaries and

southern most points of the western boundary as in the case of seven stations. In

both cases we can note that the flows through the southwestern and southeastern

boundaries have a more important contribution to the flow in Gulf of Corcovado

than the flow along the seaward shore of Chloe Island. Another important

feature that we can note in these charts for both cases is that there is a small flow

at the center of Gulf of Ancud or inside Reloncavi Sound. This feature could be a
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Seawater System of Gulf of Ancud for
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and MS4 at instant = 12 hours using five stations.
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result of not considering the river discharges into R.eloncavi Sound. The

information of river discharges into the system is not available, but certainly

should be an important factor to take into consideration in the areas of Gulf of

Ancud and Reloncavi Sound where a salt budget has to be kept. From the

profiles of salinity published by Clement et aL, it is possible to see that for some

months of the year there is an important input of fresh water into Gulf of Ancud

that could generate a net flow from Reloncavi Sound toward Gulf of Corcovado.

Figures 72 and 73 present the isolines of amplitudes and phases of frequency

M2 respectively using seven stations in the I. T. M. These figures have to be

analyzed at the same time to get a better idea of the tidal propagation and tidal

elevation in the entire area that can be inferred from the results of the model.

The isolines of amplitudes show that northward from Gulf of Corcovado toward

Reloncavi Sound the amplitudes increase as a result of the shallow-water

amplification. The amplitudes in the oceanic region (west of Chiloe Island) show

a very strong influence from the boundary conditions calculated by the I. T. M.

using seven stations and they do not follow a common behavior among the

different frequencies. In the case of the phases, the direction of propagation in

Gulf of Ancud and Gulf of Corcoval for most of the frequencies is from North to

South, contrary to what we expect to find alter the analysis of the known tidal

data. Figure 74 presents the isolines of amplitude of and fIgures 75 through

78 present the isolines of phases for frequencies M2 (inland shore of Chiloe Island),

M2 (seaward shore of Chiloe Island), 01 and K1 respectively for the case of five

stations. The isolines of amplitude show that northward from Gulf of Corcovado

toward Reloncavi Sound the amplitudes increase as a result of the shallow-water

amplification. The amplitudes in the oceanic region (west of Chiloe Island) show

larger amplitudes at the northern points than at the southern points of the
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western boundary. This behavior is strongly influenced by the boundary

conditions calculated by the I. T. M. using five stations and it is the opposite of

the behavior obtained from the case of seven stations. The isolines of phases show

that the direction of propagation of the tides is from North to South along the

seaward shore of Chiloe Island and from South to North along the inland shore of

Chiloe Island, as it was expected from the interpretation made by Clement et al.

The I. T. M. generated a set of boundary conditions that reproduced the

known tidal data at the reference stations within tolerance, except at stations

Chacao and Castro. The RMS error at these two stations was larger when they

were not used in the solution of the I. T. M., as expected. The I. T. M. is capable

of calculating the boundary conditions for the Chilean Inland Seawater System of

Gulf of Ancud as shown in Chapter 3, but it will need to have a much better

geographic distribution of the data set with stations along the western boundary

and southern boundaries in order to reproduce the behavior of the system in the

entire domain and not only the reference stations. The right choice of stations is

important in. the I. T. M. if we are trying to reproduce the behavior of a large

system using only a few stations with a poor geographic distribution. The results

obtained using five and seven stations are a good example of how the I. T. M. can

force boundary conditions that reproduce the known data at the reference

stations, but generate a complete different direction of tidal propagation in the

system.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Conclusions

The following conclusions have been obtained from this study:

(1) The application of the Inverse Tidal Method as a data assimilation technique

to calculate the forcing functions of a numerical model is a useful tool. There are

some limitations to this technique, such as the choice of basis functions and the

requirement of a geographically well-distributed set of stations in order to get a

good representation of the tidal propagation and flow field.

(2) Combinations of trigonometric basis functions as the forcing functions

produced a faster and better fitting at the reference stations than linear basis

functions. The resulting flow field near the boundaries where the forcing functions

were imposed was, however, affected by the shape of the trigonometric basis

functions and erratic behaviors directly associated with the functions were

observed. The flow field far from the boundary did not show this behavior. In all

cases the wavelengths of the trigonometric functions used were shorter than then

length of the boundary.

(3) The available tidal data for the Chilean Inland Seawater System of Gulf of

Ancud is concentrated in Gulf of Ancud, Reloncavi Sound and the western mouth

of Chacao Canal and do not provide a good overall picture of tidal propagation

because of the length of the records and because of poor geographic distribution of

the stations.
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(4) The result of the combined application of the I. T. M. and TEA-NL to the

Chilean Inland Seawater System of Gulf of Ancud gave a credible approximation

of the tidal propagation and flow field in the region, after data from two unreliable

stations were discarded. As a first step this study gave us the necessary tools to

obtain in the future, with a new data set, a much better approximation of tidal

propagation and flow field.

(5) The finite element grid has to be refined at the southeastern and

southwestern boundaries to allow a better representation of the flow field near

those boundaries (see Figure 49).

(6) A good field survey is the next step required to improve the understanding of

the Chilean Inland Seawater System of Gulf of Ancud and to validate and test

any modeling results. The field survey is outlined below.

5.2 Outline of the Future Field Survey

As we already stated in the previous section of this chapter the main

difficulty to model the Chilean Inland Seawater System of Gulf of Ancud is the

poor quality of the available data. Additional field measurements will provide the

data to validate and calibrate the numerical model, and to determine the

necessary boundary conditions.

The proposed field surveys are the following:

(1) Elevations: tidal gauges should be installed on the western side of

Chiloe Island, Guafo Island, Guaitecas Island, Refugio Island and Gulf of

Corcovado. All these tidal gauges in combination with the ones already

installed, will give a more complete picture of the system and will make it

much easier to calculate the boundary conditions. The new tidal gauges
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located near the boundaries will force the I. T. M. to generate a boundary

condition that will reproduce the known data at these stations as well as the

known data inside Gulf of Ancud and Reloncavi Sound. The length of the

records should be at least one year to take into consideration all the possible

tidal frequencies.

(2) Currents: currentmeters should be installed on Chacao Canal, northern

bound of Moraleda Canal, and between Talcan Island and Chauiinec Island

(Apio Canal) to validate the flow field. The length of these measurements

should be at least thirty days to take into consideration possible differences

between tidal cycles.

(3) Vertical Stratification: measurements of density should be made in

Gulf of Corcovado, Gulf of Ancud, Reloncavi Sound and Maullin Bay. These

measurements should be made at least four times during a year to register

the seasonal changes in vertical stratification. This information will help the

implementation of a future three-dimensional model.

(4) River Discharge: measurements of flow discharge should be made at

Reloncavi Estuary in a continuous basis, for several years, to know how much

the seasonal river flow is into Reloncavi Sound. These measurements could

be correlated with the vertical stratification in Reloncavi Sound and Gulf of

Ancud.

(5) Bathymetry: acoustic soundings in the entire system should be made

to improve the bathymetric information used to generate the finite element

grid.
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5.3 Outline of Next Steps in Modeling

After the field survey is completed and the results of the simulation using

TEA-NL has been validated and proven to give a good approximation of the tidal

propagation and flow field the simulation can be improved developing a 3-

dimensional model. The new model would take into account the vertical stratifi-

cation and would allow a much better approximation of the flow field. For this

model we will require information on profiles of currents to validate the results at

different depths.

At the same time that this 3-dimensional model is being developed, a

transport model can be implemented using the results of the flow field from the 2-

dimensional model. Actually, there is a 2-dimensional transport model already

implemented to use the circulation obtained with TEA-NL as the input for the

flow field (Baptista et al., 1984).

As an example of one of the features of the transport model, figure 79

presents the paths of a few particles placed in different points of the domain alter

being advected by the flow for six months. Note that displacements are quite

small, as a result of the model being driven only by oscillatory tidal forces. The

model can also be used to provide more conventional representations of

contaminant plumes, subject to both advection and dispersion.
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APPENDIX A

GOVERN1G EQUATIONS

The following description was obtained from "A Frequency Domain Finite

Element Model for Tidal Circulation," Joannes J. Westerink, 1984.

The equations which are used to describe tidal wave propagation can be

obtained by depth averaging the Navier-Stokes equations and by making the

following assumptions:

a) Hydrostatic Pressure Distribution

b) Constant Density Fluid

c) Constant Pressure at the Air-Water Interface

d) Negligible Eddy Viscosity

After these assumptions the resulting equations are (Dronkers, 1964):

+ [u(h
+

+ [v(h + = 0 A.1

(h+q) b (h+q)ut+gii_fv_4. +r +UUx+Vlly=O A.2

b (h)'r. +uv+vv=0 A.3

where

u(x,y,t) = is the component of water velocity in x direction.

v(x,y,t) = is the component of water velocity in y direction.

ij(x,y,t) = surface elevation relative to mean sea level.

t =time

h = depth to mean sea level

g = acceleration due to gravity



p = water density

f coriolis parameter

= the applied surface stresses

= the bottom stresses

Bottom stresses are quantified as (Daily and Harleman, 1966):

where

= v2)h/2

= Cf(U
2)1/2

V

Cf Friction Factor =

110

A.4

A.5

DW Darcy-Weisbach

I Chely A.6

Manning
h1"3

The fully non-linear friction terms can be approximated by linearized terms as

follows:

b b,lin
[_h 1.7x =u A.7
[(h+q)] P p

b b,lin[(h)]P = A.8.
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where

A = Cf U = linearized friction coefficient

U = representative flow velocity

for tidal flow with only one frequency present and the linearization being

performed on an equivalent work over a tidal cycle basis, ) has the following

form (Ippen, 1966):

where

8
"- 'MAX - Cf

UMAX = Representative Maximum Velocity During a Cycle.

A.9

Although the linear friction does not characterize the fully non-linear term in

spreading energy to other frequencies, it can approximate the magnitude of the

actual non-linear friction term quite reasonably. This linearization allows us to

decompose the non-linear friction term into a linear term plus a small non-linear

term. Linearized friction is helpful in the fully non-linear scheme as in iterative

stabilizer. Wind stress can be represented by the empirical formulas (Van Dorn,

1953; Wu, 1963):

= "air
CD . U0 . cos O A.1O
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4 = '°air
CD . UO . sin O

where

U10 = wind speed measured 10 meters above the mean sea level

1'air
= density of air

Cd = wind drag coefficient

9w = wind approach angle

The applied wind stress term in the governing equations can be simplified by

assuming that finite amplitude effects will be unimportant, and approximating

1/(h + ,) by 1/h, a very reasonable assumption when considering the empirical

nature of the formula used to represent the term and the inherent limitations of a

depth averaged model in simulating wind-driven circulation.

The coriolis parameter is calculated as:

where

f=2çsin A.12

= rotation rate of Earth

= degrees of latitude.

Finally equations A.1, A.2 and A.3 become:

+ (uh) + (vh) = (un) - (vu) = P' A.13
x y x y

V.
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2 21/21(u +v) I

nl

(h+) ju_(uUx+VUy)=Pu A.14

2 21/21
(u +v) I

ni

(h) jv_(uvx+y)=Pv A.15

ni
P = Non-linear finite amplitude loading term

Pnl
U

non-linear (fraction and convective acceleration)

floading terms in the x and y directions

P,1

Equations A,13, A.14 and A.15 can be reduced to their harmonic form by

assuming that the responses as well as the right hand side can be expressed as

Fourier Series

(Nf iw.t
i.e. A = Re E A.e ' A.16

J J

Nf
or A = L (Al cos(w.t) .) A.16a

j=1

where

lii
A represents i, ii, v or P

-ii.
is a complex quantity A = lAji e A.17

Nf is the number of frequencies required to represent the significant

constituents of the tidal spectrum

is the th frequency of the spectrum
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is a phase shift relative to a reference angle.

If we replace equation A.16 into equations A.13, A.14 and £15 and we take the

time derivatives we obtain:

Re{.)[ij + (uh) + (h) = 0 A.18

Re{.[iw3üj + +

pth}ult}
= A.19

Re{I[iwj + (g) + fâj
+

= 0 A.20

where

= complex elevation amplitude of the Jth component of q(t)

= complex velocity amplitudes of the th component of u(t)

and v(t) respectively

p1 th harmonic component of continuity equation non-linear

finite amplitude loading terms

p1 p1 th harmonic components of the momentum equation non-

linear friction, linear friction and non-linear convective

acceleration loading term in the x and y directions.

i
(_1)1'2

It can easily be seen that the above system of equations is satisfied if:

+ (jh) + (h) P for i = 1, Nf A.21

iw. + (g) - fr
+

ii = for j = 1, Nf A.22
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+ (g3) + fiiJ
+

for ,j 1, N A.23

Equations A.21, A.22 and A.23 are the final equations that will be solved by the

frequency domain model.

The boundary conditions associated with the governing equations are

elevation prescribed and normal flux (or velocity) prescribed, conditions which are

respectively expressed as:

and

where

q(x,y,t) q*(x,y,t) on A.24

Q(x,y,t) = Q*(x,y,t) On. A.25

= elevation prescribed boundary

= flux prescribed boundary

as shown in figure 80, elevation prescribed boundaries are usually associated with

open ocean boundaries and flux prescribed boundaries are usually associated with

land boundaries (including river discharges).

Since the governing equations A.1, A.2, and A.3 are based on first principles

(with the exception of surface stresses), their ability to model the circulation in

embaytnents or estuaries depends on whether the assumptions made in their

derivation are satisfied. The depth average iii of the equations preclude the

accurate modeling of strongly stratified estuaries and/or wind induced circulation

in deep water bodies. The constant density assumption does not allow density
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Figure 80. Definition sketch for typical elevation prescribed (rn) and
flux prescribe (rQ) boundaries. (From Westerink, 1984)
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driven currents to be simulated and the hydrostatic pressure assumption rules out

the modeling of short or intermediate length waves. The importance of eddy

viscosity has been deemed as negligible in most estuaries (Drorikers, 1964) and

hence only empirical support is required for the surface stress term.
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APPENDIX B

INVERSE TIDAL METHOD (I.T.M.)

A) Ljj f Symbols

k = Basis Function Index I k <K

n Frequency Index 1 n N

r = Station Index (given data point) 1 r R K
F = Full Non-Linear Force

,h1() = Amplitude and phase at station r, at frequency n

'pr'
n(X) = Amplitude and phase at station r, at frequency n, obtained

from a full non-linear run of the model

(xr) = Amplitude and phase at station r, at frequency n for the basis

function k, obtained from a linear run of the model

= Amplitude and phase at any node of the grid, at frequency n, for

the basis function k, at frequency n, obtained from a linear run

of the model.

= Amplitude and phase at any node of the grid, at frequency n,

obtained from a full non-linear run of the model.

= Amplitude and phase at any node of the grid, at frequency n.

= Unknown weights that multiply the linear output to correct the

arbitrary set of basis functions in order to get the desired

amplitudes and phases at each one of the stations at frequency
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= Frequency corresponding to frequency index n.

A(kfl() Amplitude and phase at any node of the grid, at

frequency n for the basis function k obtained from

a linear run of the model.

a(11), bf(r) = Constants obtained from and where

a(r) = A(r) COS k,n(r)
br) = Ar) COS

A(), n() = Amplitude and phase at the known stations (data) at

frequency n.

a, b' = Constants obtained from A(c) and n() where

= An(xr) S qn(xr)

b = An(xr) sin n (cr)

AFs), Fm() Amplitude and phase at any node of the grid, at

frequency n, obtained from a full non-linear run of

the model.

F,n F,n
A (), B () = Constants obtained from AFfl(s) and

where
F,n

A () = AFfl(s)
cos

F,n
B () = _AF,fl() sin

AFn(r), Fn(cr) = Amplitude and phase at the known stations at

frequency n obtained from a full non-linear run of

the model.
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B" = Constants obtained from AFfl(r) and Fn(r)
where

AFu(r) COS

B11 _AF,n(r) sin

A"k = Matrix that has the complex values obtained from the linear runs

at frequency n, at station r and for each basis function k.

Dimension R x k)

= Matrix that has the values of the non-linear guess minus the

known data at each one of the stations at frequency n.

(Dimension R x 1)

B) Definition of n(xj

N iw.t
t) = Re > e

}

where i() is a complex number.

i.
j(x) e = ti(cos j + i sin

or

Finally

= Re I
,

(cos + I sin .)(cos wit + i sin
L'j=1

I N jwt i5

Re E i. e e

(j=1

N
= i (cos w.t cos q. - sin w.t sin .)

j=1 J .1 J

(x,t) = . cos(.t
.i=1 J
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where Amplitude at Frequency j

= Phase at Frequency j

C) Our first goal is to prove that the following equation is true at the known

stations:

Fn() CIi qfl() = a) - ib()k=lkr

Proof:

We know that:

Re{.j()e3}.

If j() is complex then:

= j. () + ii.. (s)
3 ,Jreai Jimag

and (dropping the i's)

= rea1) + ''imag()

'rea1 wt 'imag sin wt

So at given data points:

q11(x,t) = a'(x) cos t + b() sin wt



where

Therefore:

or

a'(x)= rea1)

b() = imag

,,h1(x) a'(x) - ib(x)

= a(x) cos wt - ib() i sin wnt

(x,t) = a(x) cos w1t + b) sin wnt.

F,n
Now for (x):

Then

where

122

F,n Fn (N F,n iw.t

'7r
(x,t) is of the form ' (,t)= Re () e } wherer

F,n
is a complex number.

.1

Fn F,n F,n

r (x,t)= Ar () COS Wflt + Br () Sin Wt

F,n F,n
Ar ()= (r)

real
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F,n. F,n
B (x)= (sr)

imag

F,n F,n Fn
'r (x)= Ar (x) iBr' )

F F,n F,n

'7r
"(j,t)= Ar () cos w11t iBr ('s)

i sin 11t

F,n F,n F,n

'1r
(,t)= Ar () cos t + Br () sin

Finally, knowing that:

and

F,n F,n F,n

'7r
(x) = Ar () iBr ()

= a(x) - ib(x)

we can rewrite and rearrange our first equation:

( F,n Fn

}

K n
a(x) - ib'() Ar (x) iBr' (x) C

k=1 k

Known from Known from Known from

Data Non-linear runs Linear Runs

where Ck is the only unknown.

Then:

qFfl(x) +
k=d k k
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and with this equation we can get the new set of boundary conditions using

the coefficients Ck obtained from the equation at the stations.

D) Calculating Coefficients

If we start with the following equation:

F,n F,n
= a'(x) - ib(x) {Ar () iBr ()}

and we define

71(xr) = A11k

and

( F,n F,n
a(x) - ib(x) Ar (x) iBr (x)J dr

then

K. n n nLA C =dr
k=1 rk k

Dropping the superscript n and writing the equation in matrix form:

A.C=d
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where the dimensions are

AR x K

CK Xl

xl

and C is the matrix that contents the unknown coefficients.

In order to get the values of Matrix C we will do a singular value

decomposition of matrix A.

Therefore the system becomes:

and

A=USV*

USV*.C=d

C = VS4Ud

where the superscript * denotes a transposed and conjugated matrix.

Now to get the corrected set of boundary conditions.

F,n K
T () = q () + E Cq"()

k=1 k

where all the terms on the right hand side are known. After getting ij"()

we have to transform this complex number into amplitude and phase to run

TEA-NL.
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,1t1() = Real Part + Imaginary Part

But '(x) = Amplitude cos (Phase) + i Amplitude' sin (Phase).

Then:

Real Part = Amplitude. cos (Phase)

Imaginary Part = Amplitude sin (Phase)

Amplitude = ..J(Real Part)2 + (Imag Part)2

llmag Part'lPhase = arc tug
LReaI Part]

For the next iterations the steps are the same, but the values for
F,n F,n

Ar () and Br (c) have to be recalculated using the last results

obtained from the full non-linear run of the model.

E) Fortran Codes Used f. I.T.M.

This section contains a brief description of the codes used to solve the

Inverse Tidal Problem for the Chilean Inland Seawater System of Chiloe.

The given examples of inputs for the different codes were obtained

using data provided by the Naval Chilean Hydrographic Institute (LH.A.)

and from the outputs of TEA-NL for several basis functions.

Figure 81 is the flow chart that illustrates the steps that have to be

followed to solve the Inverse Tidal Problem and to obtain the final set of

boundary conditions to apply to TEA-NL.

The mathematical formulation of these codes is explained in chapter II

and in the previous sections of this appendix.
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Figure 81. Flow chart for the Inverse Tidal Method.
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The singular value decomposition and some other mathematical

operations involving complex matrices were performed using IMSL

subroutines version 10 of April, 1987. The description of these subroutines

can be found in the math/library manuals of IMSL on pages 282-283-284-285,

984-985, 1052-1053-1054 and 1141.

All the codes work for complex matrices, but converting real matrices

into complex matrices by defining the imaginary part equal to zero is trivial,

and allow us to use these codes for any situation.

F) Description

The codes described below will solve the following problem:

A. C = d (calcA.f)

A usvT (svd.f)

C = vsuTd (getc.f)

n F,n K=12 (getbc.f '\

() = () + C) getfinalbc.f)
k=1

1) calcA.f: Will use the known data at each one of the tidal gauges

(known stations) in combination with the results from the

model for the first guess (nonlinear-data) and the basis
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functions (linear-data) to generate matrix A and matrix

d.

2) svd.f Will perform the singular value decomposition of matrix

A. This code only has to be run one time, because

matrix A depends on the basis functions and they do

not change during the successive iterations.

3) getc.f: Will Calculate the values of the weights for the basis

functions (matrix.C) using the matrices obtained from the

singular value decomposition of matrix A and matrix d

obtained from calcA.f.

4) getbc.f: Will use the results from the model for the first guess

(bound - ni) and the basis functions (bound - linear) at

the boundary points in combination with the weights

(matrix.C) to generate a new corrected set of boundary

conditions in complex form (matrix.BCcomplex).

5) getfinaibc.f: Will convert matrix.BCcomplex from its complex form

into a matrix that will have the new corrected set of

boundary conditions in the form of amplitude and phase

(matrix.BCFINAL). This new matrix will become the

input for TEA-NL.

After each run of the model (TEA-NL) the error between the known
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data at each one of the stations and the results from the model will be

calculated. If this error is less than certain defined value the iterative process

will end. If this value is not reached, another iteration will be done using the

results of the previous run as the first guess (bound-ni and nonlinear-data).



Code to calculate rn
caic

c This program generates th. input (or codes avd.t
o and g.to.t

double precision A(7),B(),tmagd(7),r.sld()
doubl, precision pi,p
double pzeoision unk(7),3unk23(S4),imagA(7,17)

double precision t,apreal(04), teinpimaq(S4)
double precision ampFH,phs(7),r.alA(7,12)
character'dO inputl,outputl
wrtt.(,')'snt.r nan. of tile with n-i data'

o tile nonlinear-data is on enampla (or inputl

read (°,$$) lnputl

ep.n(unit-1,status-'old' til.-inputl)
open (unit.13, status-' old', (il.-'t.st.$V)

o tile linear-data is an example (or test $2

writ.(',')'enter name (or output (matr&ad.$2)'
read)', 99) onopatI
op.n (unit-id, status-' unknown', (ll.-outputl)

0p.n(unit-1, status-' unknown', tile-'matrlxA.KZ')
$9 (ormat(a40)

p-l.00000nOO
pi-4'datan (p)
write(',120) p1

These ire the known values at the stations
the phases are in d.gre.s, in cue. that
the phases are in radians remove 'do 995'

smp(l(.'l.6579

arp(2)-1.1193
snp(37-l.6304
smp(4)-1.d40
amp(S)-Q.*709
amp(d)-0.5?$9
sop (7)-i 591*

phi (11-34,36
phs(2)-42.11
pha )3)-40,76

itrix.A and matrix.d
Af I':i 1

phi (41-39.90
pbs (S)'30.96
pha (01-12.21

pha)7)-35.59
do 999 i-i,1

phi (1) -pipha (1) /150,
999 continue

o calculste elements of matrix d
o non-linear run + dtx

do 500 1-1,7
r.ad(l,$) unk(l),A(1),5(l)
resld (il-amp Ii) 'dcos (pha (1)) -A (i) 'dcoa (a (I))

imagd(i)-amp(i)°dsin(phs(i))-A(l)'doln(a(i))
write)id,109) r.ald(i(,imaqd(1)

500 continue
C
o calculate elements of matrix A
o linear runs

do 402 -1,S4
r..d(13,') junk23(3),teapraaiU(,tenpimagU(

402 continue
0-i

do 501 i1,7
k-i
do 502 j-m.I4,

write)',') i,j,k,unh23(3(,tempreal(j),templmag()
realA (l,k( -tempreul (( 'dons (tempinag (I))
lmagA (1, hI -tenpr.sl (fl'dsln (tsnpimag (I))

wriOe(17,ill) i,h,realA)1,k),lmsgA(1,h(
k-k +1

502 contInue
rn-mw 1

501 continue
120 Foroat(t25.l0)
109 ro:inat(2f2s.16)
ill (ornst(212,3x,e25.16,3x,e25,16)

close (1)

close (13)

close (16)
close (1)
end

I'

I.



1 O.16114SI37I$73QOt+O1 
222 0j674310410034100E+O1 
347 O.1SU2124O1DiOOO+Oi 
414 O.t44SO2724$4919OO+O1 
707 0.710437954133140U+00 
794 0. 4749232902$14200C+00 
447 0.1349V773742$S000E+01 

Exam 

0. 75 43544495 3700E+00 
0.7511095737ft40004+00 

0. 75544347341606004+00 
0. 1507727$ 9733 HO04+00 
0. $0341327945321004+00 
0. 59934625$14$39004+00 
0. 60211714402471004+00 

1e for inputi in code calcA f 

non1inear-dat 
LOJJSL J 



9D1 crzl'1 

1 0, S$564026317381001-01 
222 0,66i35631127326010-01 
347 0.S47656S2635163010-01 
414 0.722094$36695000-01 
707 O.22316796128$93001+O0 
796 0. 24426671024374000+0O 
887 0.539901937$1411000-0l 
1 0.29337037017870000+00 
222 8.29523197957704001+0O 
347 0.3134130U51171000.00 
414 0.247.3646U51038000400 
707 0.10240600766939001+O1 
796 0.19619844180116000+O1 
807 O.17232951444175001+00 
1 0.31856569109672000+O0 
222 0.312902$3299219000t00 
347 0.32093044299241001+00 
414 0.28966712214411000+00 
707 0.12266947123137000+00 
796 0.1414667661$499001+Q0 
III O.1961303$804596000+00 
1 0.2913413$332934000400 
222 8.34429601325011000i00 
347 0.3651*150602292000+00 
414 0.30506416853761001+00 
707 6.07204117228966001+00 
796 0.69821160410044001+00 
887 0.23236756437069000+Q0 
I 0.12421743040430000401 
222 O,12569866202926000+01 
347 0.11443061936234001s01 
414 0.10601255204633001+01 
701 0,1'71$2050109949001+00 
796 0.6O30549664904000-01 
687 0.951032$1766381000+00 
1 0.1166053S206234001001 
222 0.11191116791022000+01 
347 0.18917401467055000+01 
414 0.10232611281011000+01 
707 0.I$549D9703404000+00 
794 0.31050211476219001-01 
897 Q.19410296616922001+o0 
1 0.11612373069984001-01 
222 0.11764610525831001-01 

0. 992$l71121449500-01 
0.10910116654722000+00 

-0. 56346457146917000-01 
0. 16 4116 04 917610001+00 

.0.218141568491 47600+00 
-0.33129079414219001+00 
0.22712260627103001+00 
-0.21438751493844001+00 

-0. 20604 90675067700 1+90 
-0, 37494532299494000+0O 

-0,174U44%'U3330001#60 
0.32736641234416001+00 

0 .24114 27 436 9374 001+00 
-0.30183320170266000+00 

-0 314 37675176 116001+00 
-0 208 371$ 6244 63 9000+00 
-0. 2 59 92 46 217832 90 00 +00 

-0.I$35969$262798000+00 
0. 193221230196 66000+00 
0 .123 9019374 400 6000+00 

-0.31298200728594000+00 
0. 6'7010151421139008+00 
0. 476 061.10572 61001+00 
0. 402 90 6119 90 906000+00 

0.11349613646469001+00 
0.14137$79812390001+00 

0 16143 54 1602 43 1000+00 
0.62479447454270001+00 

0.tU$490t3416 6000401 
0.11115041209790000+01 
0.11344264442013001+01 
0.11122191271971001+01 
0.36622793613962000+00 
0.74526643924147000+00 
0.97030450666915000.00 
0.21431210623222000+01 

0. 21676543111$17001+01 

0 .216401533$2100000+01 

0.21609216331076001+01 
0 .16162* 40106110000+01 
0. 19049 69 63 67435000+01 

0,20211314924011000+01 
0 .7 53 $34 374 4886 9000,00 

0. 7 612167755 902 80 02 +00 

Example for tesLM2 in code calcA.f 
linear-data 

347 0.10263934900234000-01 0,7668729,912302001+00 
414 O.10446937496046001-01 0.77651131184461001+00 
701 0,322$02171$4206001-01 0 51126390031770000+00 
700 O.10069473300759000-02 0.11150410326026000+01 
887 0.146130167S2495910-02 0.71912567966379002+00 
1 0,11570509362360001+Q1 0.11089273458058000+01 
222 0.11703910104401000+01 0.t1,1,26611641669000401 
347 0.10132227124771001401 0.11294072903893001+01 
414 0,1Q1$4411910994000+51 0.11062031017710000+01 
707 0.16475535234930000+00 0.36154970298933001+00 
1*6 0.0)71211110*264000-01 0,75164 621330375001+00 
607 0,81142153766313001+00 0.16700558066097000+00 
1 0,12406115015609000+Q1 -0.75406080798706990-01 
222 0.12546416357$77001+51 -0.11600902864340000-01 
347 0.11632118146472002+01 -0.56962106921317001-01 
414 0.10S46728691504001+01 -0.79917216702S16000-01 
707 0.16$34936433120001+00 -0. 12151997010510000+00 
796 0.010472143$1164000-01 -0.46161131042708000+00 
861 0. 94416011412108000+O0 -0.22562460766564000+00 
1 0.27011109203316000+01 0.11679405127244002+01 
222 0.272,0931649636000+01 0.11909629110725000+01 
347 0,25417114324391001+01 0,11604260922573000+01 
414 0.23461811674126001+91 0,11667114637174000+01 
707 0.36433234600763001+00 0.02000214064166001+00 
796 0.19952071605924001-01 0.71067*12310171000+00 
667 0.20274743006416002+O1 0.97445663577260000+00 
1 0.16322023262630000,01 0.687474108551$1000100 
222 0.11$2026041090S001+01 0.69086600667127000+00 
341 0 .1721130709$639000+01 0. 69071211097351010+00 
411 0.15996979601673000+01 0.S7684111903181000+00 
707 0.21500284421265001+00 0.1993343717543000+00 
796 0,75151212006429001-01 0.45585507113910000+00 
.61 0.13861050301272001+ol 0.71640247440926001+OQ 
1 0.20447601212331001+01 0.12761239562133000+01 
223 0.20663131530073001+01 0.12793773057808000+01 
147 0 .1822S346499069000401 6,12901535211004000+01 
414 0.17825344913182001+01 0.12649020936611000+01 
707 0.22701056916316001+00 0.56301647016336000+00 
796 0.76881?97900862010-01 0.82705542602056010+00 
67 0.15420213233224000+01 0,101$7155504926002.01 

Li 
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O.3S1496591O562 -O.O6S4SO22$4443 
O.i32S46SO*71I73 Q,o7o13444$UUz7 
O$O2o,51e6140a443 -O.0024a23oE74$254 
O.19$29O312*OaH 
O.O62S7$flO2235 O.O112I72$3l1.Tl3 
-O.00626157339S -O.23S7O134$134S7O 
O.246O6U474S3S 0. 21OS6923$S45 

Output from code calcA.f 

matrikd,M2 

C;' 
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This proqrs. do.. the *I000LM VALUE DIC4PO30TION
01 .atrlx A Obtalnod sung cod. caicA.f

Singular Value DecomvosUion
U, ',

vd 4 u..

*****1 Print n.ulta

o FO* A C0040LtX I4ATRIX
o coMputes syd 01 o astris using ZMSI. ubrautln.s
o 19459. v.r.lon 1,0 April 19$?
a
o daciats v.ti.bi.,

Psxua.t.r (NRA-?, RCA-la, Z.DA-N0A, LOU-NM, LDV-$C)
000SLO C45LX A(LDA,$CA), 04 0,II$A), V(LOV,NCA)
doubi. co.plu UT47,74. VT3,12),Ss(na,nou),*4NCA)
debl0 pracision o,y

Op(Uitl0,It5tu9.'Unkcowfl',ti1...'matXUT.942')
Opafl(Oflitll,itOtOa'Unk0000',jil..'MattI*VT.H2')
open(unit-lI,stutua-'untnown', ti1a-'IetrjnU.HV)
opan (unit-U, stutus-' unknown' tLl.-'s.utrjxV.)42')
sp.n(unit.20, statue-' unknown' , tiie'mutrtxS .942'

o r.sd matrix A by ooinnna, each column has to hays
o the values at each station for the sane tbltrary
o function
o eutrio.A is slready writtan out by rows, first
o 12 Silo.. at. th. V.1st. 01 station 533 jot u3
o on. of the arbitrary (unotions
a
o A is an 7x12 matrit

do 0$ i-k,?
do $0 3-1,12

read (9,107) iuflkl2,3unkl3,x,y
AU, 3)-a' (l,0)+y 10,19

o WtitS(',l07) i,3,A(t,3)
0$ continua
44 oontinu.

nba. ($3

0

O CONDOrS ALL SINGULAR Vt.CIOU

- 12

o 009. 4.110., the toI.r.nc. u,.d to d.t.zrnjn. wh.n
o w sikgui& volt. is negligibLe
o in this ci,. ii has bean set to b. Lb. kurgsst
O cilstiv. spacing (as. ubroutina DiQ.CH)

009. - IODACKf4)
CALL DUVCR(NP,A,NCA,A, WA4 IPATH, TOt, IPANK, 3,0, LOU, V, WV)

C

0
CALL UKACN 42, 600?)
WRITS (500?,') '29.165-' ,IMNK
CALl. pwncRN('U',URA,#M,U,wU,O)
do 77' 1-1,1

do 75 3-1,7
UT(i,3)-u(3,i)

7$ costinu.
77 continue

40 00 i-1,7
d 01 3-1,7
writ. kS, 107) 1,3,0(1,3)
writ. (1$, 107) 1, j,UT(i, 3)

91 continue
9$ continua

CALL DWRCPJI ('O',l, $CA, 0, 1, 6)
CALL PNRCP.N('V' ,NCA, SCA, V,WV, 0)
do $7 1-1,12

do 50 3.1,12
01(1,j)v(3, (I
VT (I, 3)-doon3g (Viii, 3)

NO conticu.
07 continua

do 05 1-2,12
do 04 3-1,12
wiit.)30,307) i,3,v(1,3)
wtite)17,107) (,i,VT(i,3)

04 continue
9$ continue

do $2 L-t,1
do 63 3.1,12

Is (1, il-U' (1,0)+0' (0,1)
itCi.eq.3) then

1. (1, 3) -o 4 3)
ala.
ndit

02 contin.
6) continue

do 9* 1-1,7
do 51 3-1,12

wrlt.42O,107) 1,3,5.41,3)
31 continue
32 contiss.

aloe. (1$)
close (17)
alas. (1$)
olos.(19)
0105.420)

107 fornst (2i2,3*,52$.1$,35,52$.l6)
160



Ou ut from code svd.f, matrix with Singular Values of matrix A

niatrixS M2 1iJ J
1 1 O.9593304212049944t+Q0 O.0000000000000000E+O0
1 2 0.00000O000O00OOOO+OQ O.00000000000000001.00
1 3 0.0O000000O000OO6o+Oo 0.0000000000000008C+00
1 4 0.0O000000O0O6OQOo0O 0.0000000000000000E+0Q
2 2 O.000OOOOO5OQOOOOQ.QO O.0000000000000000t+00
1 6 0.0000000000000000t+50 0.0000000000000600+00
2 7 0.0000000000000000c+oo Q.0000040000000060E+OO
t e 0.0000000000000000C+oo O.0000000000000000c+Oo
1 9 0.0000000000000000t+0O 0,0000600000000000C+0O
110 0.0000000000000000t+O0 O.0Q000Q000O000000+00
111 0.0o00000000000000+oo O.0000000000000000L+O0
112 0.0000000000000000t+0O 0.0000000000000000C+0O
2 1 O.000000000000000ot.00 0.0O0006O000O00O00+00
2 2 0.1$362$29470U344E+O1 O.0000000000000060E+00
2 3 0.00000000006000009+OO 0,05000000000000000+00
7 4 O.0000000000000000C+0O O.00000000000000000.00
2 5 0.800000060000000ot+OO 0.0O00000000O0O000s00
2 0 0.00O0O000OO000QOo+OO 0.0004600000000000C.0O
2 1 0.0O00000600000O0Q+0o O.00000000000000001+0O
2 8 G.6004000000400000L400 0.0000000000060000C+0O
2 9 0.0000000000090000tsOO 0.0000000000006000c*00
210 0 .000000O009O0Q00Q+Q0 0.00060000o000o00+0o
211 0 .00000000000000Oo+øo 0.00000000000000000+0o
212 0.80000000000000091+QO 0 .00000000000000000.O0
3 1 0.0006000060000000t+00 O.0000000000000000t+0O
3 a 0.OoO0000600000000c+oo 0.00008060000000000.0O
3 3 0.103063311394$305g+01 O.0000090000090000g+oo
3 4 0.0000000000000000g+00 0.0000000000000000+00
3 5 0.0O0000O00000000osoO 0.0000000000000000g+0O
3 8 0.0000000000000000t+00 O.00000000000000000,00
3 7 O.0040004000400400E.0O O.0000000000000000c+0o
3 $ 0.000000680000000o+oQ 0.0000000GOO600000+00
3 9 0.0000000000000000ts06 O.00400000000000000+0O
310 0 .0000600000000000t+00 0 .80000090090000000+0O
311 0.0006000000000O00+00 0 .0000000000000000C+O0
312 0 .0000000O0000000g00 0.0000000000000000c+oo
4 1 0.0000006000000000E+00 0.00000000000000001+00
4 2 0.0000000006000000t+oO 0.0000000000000000E+00
4 3 0.0006000000000000C+OO O.Q0000O0OOOO0006O+5O
4 4 0.241H4'522002435E+00 0.0000000000000000E+00
4 5 0.00000000000000000+oo 0.0000000000000000C+00
4 4 O.00000000000000060+QO 0.00000000000000600+0o
4 7 0.0000000000000000c+Oo 0.0000000000060000C+OO
4 9 0.0000000006000%3g400 0.0060000600000006t490

4 9 0,0000000500500000E+OO 0.0O00000000000Q00+00
410 0.0000000000000006*00 O.0000000O00000000+00
431 0 .0000000000000000gioO 0.0000000000000000+00
413 0 .00000000600006000+60 0 .000000000000O000+OO

5 1 0.00000000000000000+00 0.0000000000000000t+00
5 2 0,0000000060000000+00 000000000000000OO400
5 3 0,0000000000000000E+00 0.00000000000Q0000+00
$ 4 0,0000000000000000t400 0.0000000000000000t+00
5 5 0.60321725730677120-61 0.09000000000000000400
S 6 0.0000000000000000+0O 0.0000000000000000t400
$ 7 0.0000000000000600s0O O.00000000000000O0+O0
5 9 0.000OOQOQ00O000O0+OO 0.0000000O0Q000000400
S 9 0.0000000000000000L+00 0.00000000000000O0400
$10 00000000O000O00000+00 0.000b00000000Q000+Q0
531 0 .60000000000000000400 0 .00000000000000007490
513 O.0000000000000006E.Q0 0.0000000000000000+00
6 1 0.0000000O000000000+OO 0.00000000000000D0+00
4 2 0.00000000000000000+oO O.0000000000000000E+00
0 3 000000000000000000+00 0.0000000000000000g+oo
4 4 0.00000000000000006..0O O.0000000000000000EsOD
4 $ 0.00000000000008050,00 0.0000000000000000t400
6 0 0.4i11942Q03304S32-60 0.6000000000000000esOO
4 7 0.00000000000000000.00 0.00000000000000000s00

4 0.06000005000000001+O0 0.00500000000000000+OO
$ 9 0.00000000000000000+00 0.00000000000000000+00
010 0 .00000000000000061+00 0. 0000000000000000g+oo

11 0.00000000000000000+00 0.00000000000000300400
012 0.00000000000000000+00 0.00000000000000000.00
7 3 0.00000000000000000+0Q 0,00000000000000000+00
1 2 0.00000000000000060+00 0.00000000000000000+O5
7 3 O.00000000000005000.00 0.00000000000000001+00
7 4 0.00000000000000000,00 0.00000000000000000+0Q
7 $ O.00000000000000000,00 0.00000000000000000+00
7 4 0.00000000000000000,00 0.00000000000000000+oo
7 7 4.21123404702422$?6-02 0.00000000000000000,00
7 * 0.00000000000000006+00 0.00000000000000000+00
7 9 0.00000000000000000400 0.000O00000O00000OtOO
716 0.00000000000000001+00 0 .00000000000000000,00
733 0 .00000000000000003+00 0.00000000000000000+00
712 0 .000000o00oo00o00+O0 0 .00000000000000000s00

-1



J.
Output from code svd.f, matrix with Singular Values of matrix A

________
matrpU1MZ

0. 470644312334342fl+00
0. 1534001496fl13fl1+00
0. 9243043$2fl0427g+00

-0. 447304615I337345+00
-0, U642603$737440U+00
0. 7373*$160S6$1$0L+00

-0. 1$46$1$4S4173Q6I+00
0. 492$66O0136434$0+0O

-0. 60606565619642426-02
-0, S34160244330S64I+0O
-0. 4460077U$2326006-01
-a. 6U$12 1703 04 40 50+00
-0 .3 1331050712 620006*00
0.77060424771436420-01
0.45572113042123126+0O

-0, 10105 6S 1303 45 2640-01
-0.1233117$l$4341411*00
0.1154260111335ft01-01
0, 4111426437011191I+00
0.62031314113301011-01

-0.3111704$736113$1tQ0
0, 42062144332154100*00

-0 .300500450142$0001-01
-0 .11743073316603011+00

0. 40142 17 27 42115 4 6-01
-0.66243702713772656-01
0.134314fl$32124301*00
0. 503070074 14127306+00
0 737 00 67 25254 57$ 41-02

0. 75645101603712116+00
-0.12565311736345510-01
0.27104133$47710000+O0

-0. 4173602372217420+a0
0.20012341051406741*00

-0.16131771543267630+00
0 .3174013$SS66$41E-01

-0.53617623356173611+00
0.45002114SS5721060t00

-0 25377 12066565 44 50.00
0.35046644911415130+00

-0. 22611154336413730+00
0.16417437400721046400
0 .35644453$11320731+00
0 .S1S10170744021421-01

0.464142106274666.-01
-0. 14370111S1023764 1+00
-0.3303$215574122SS1+00
0.35033106152745311+00
0. 36170111207500316400

-0. 17112324ft1066510+00
-G.12316711$21300541+00

0.41641463006251460-01
0. 65636775362527151-05
0. 2134 52361 43$ 62 661,00
0. 30177307110926470-0L
O.15110612$16171316+00
0.4 1262 64 66713370 51+00
0, 4731206151I0$6S60+00
0.41171266771230200-02
0.1l753730Z04$2$26+00
0.2$447330540530311+00

-0 .$046$703364500311-01
-0. 31663727$117l241+00
0. 647063404 535*16+00

-0 .43$650743644$2S6+00
0. 30004611137141006'01
0.5245.7250330143040-0I
0. 32$63135115162146400

-0.2103$S11604452401-01
-0.77ft31$1305l2231+00
-0. 5 67504231604 61231+00
0.10160311564012441+00

-0.14717277710036161-0'.
0,112S6770351707166+00
0.73507.1201$1221771-01
0.17131043310401411-01
0. 2421212477462043C+00
0.5001$436071714451-02

-0 .146 5; 4777 11 631320+00
-0. 20577026144240136-03
0.173105$32)1540676+00

-0. 231$70174S6110771+00
0.62017134207511741-01

0,3li6S120S40161660+00
0. 10254034116240626-01
0,16000321021105001+00

-0.2$421$40220663101
-0.131S1247710113611+00

7 3 0.247U349375123426+00 -0.500211002147$7016+00
7 4 0.51S3351003$706710+00 -0.51053163222430010+00
7 -0.10414043215215106-01 0.510010914051Sl11E-01
7 -0.0307500442744$276-03 -0.54016417007601421-03
7 0.400229159991800S0-02 0.44169374664321770-03

____ j

4-.
C,)



2'O/Q7 

0. 470044202334342U+00 
0. 4021$$00130434U+O0 
0. 4S$73fl70fl23U+00 
0. 420U4433$054$U+00 
0. 7370007Z03$4I1S4-0 

0.35740$$lO4$4-0 
0. 3044 440111133073t+00 
0. 15315014110113Ut+00 
-0. 44044$$4044424U-02 
-0. 0011541030340244g-01 

-0.30400045004341U1-00 
-0.15644Sli*374Z01ls00 

-0 .5340740331107341L400 
0. fl$10I1O74403)43I-0 

0.9243043$233042I+00 
-0.1il4000244330U4L*00 
-0.0237I1S4340400t00 

-0 .0$7430733$s43o9o+00 
.0. 423 443171343410 

0.4 4001U40417lbOUtOO 
0.2470434437$U3420s00 
-0.44730440513373441+00 

-0 44S5071454232450t-01 
0. 11542 402 41330000-01 

0,40143fl27452$540-01 
0 ,11104033447740005+0O 

-0.2S377420l5044S0+00 
0. 024)354003$700710+00 

-0.11442403$73744fl0+00 
.0.1030124702044100e00 

o 41fl4fl4374944410$00 
-0 024370271311USI-01 

-0. 42724023724317424+04 
0.3510044499405534+00 
.0.104S4432$S20$10I-00 
0.1137395141411IJQEsOO 

-0 .31339450712 200S4+00 
0. 12921394993309011-02 

0.234314$1$33224301+00 
0.2S95341O5140741+00 
-0.22615244330492331+00 

-0 61034054421445271-02 
-0 1. 5146520654 17300+00 

0.7700424710434421-01 

Ou ut from code svd.f, matrix with Singular Values of matrix A 

matrixUT fr12 

-0. 46406fl02251401-02 
-0. 4104*4 300*5 5145 1-02 
-0. 45119266775330214-00 
-0. 3S064112*31141014-01 
0. 147212719003690-01 
0. 20511626144240220-03 
0. Z*421140253214$31-01 
0. 14fl0271490237641+00 
-0. 4503*135302027951-01 
-0. 11153120204026120+00 

-0.55417010330043041-01 
-0.1136677035170170+0O 
-0.17310412311540611400 
04324934l$1J3414+00 
0.3303395574132504+00 
-O.2174133$143163664+OO 

-0. 354 67230140530224+00 
-0.*260323$214262941+00 

-0. 7300012029921177$-02 
0. 222 5701740010774+0O 

O.9002001314757011400 
-0 .3003)losl$2140311s00 
-0 302173015 90926410-00 

0. $04 *4103204 554321-01 
0.2103S$19404653401-01 
-0.111300433940141.1-O2 

-0. 620110342$7011740-0l 
0.S110*3222430090+00 
-0.36170110070030+00 

-0. 13300412124072391+0O 
0.31*21137$1175.241+0O 
0.2769395163951*ZU+00 
-0.34322124774120434+00 
0.2194002$S40169661+00 
-0.$100109440510100-02 

0 .1115232494100911+04 
-0.4 12 $2 649072231001+0 

-0.1564700)404$35111400 
4.$01$34330004fl231+40 
-0.4001$436071U4450-0l 
-0.10204034116240520-02 

0. 5 4$ 0417007 6064 21-03 
0 .0,23$6191$1130S041+0O 

-0. 4121390150001 65 60+00 

7 3 -0,31121046,73697311+00 0.4430607426445250+00 
7 4 0.503010514941213S0+00 -0.101603$1564012441+00 
7 5 -O.1613*?71543207030+00 O.1485047779263232440O 
7 0 0.2641,437450729040+00 -0.16050329021905050+00 
7 1 0.40022915919916050-02 -0.44559374664021770-02 

fr!. jt7 I 



11 
12 
13 
14 
1$ 
16 
37 
3$ 
10 
210 
111 
113 
21 
22 
33 
24 
31 
26 
27 
2$ 
21 
210 
211 
212 
21 
32 
23 
34 
3$ 
26 
3, 
2$ 
3, 
310 

311 
322 
41 
42 
43 
44 
4$ 
4' 
4' 
4. 

0. 30420721201664 99t-01 
-0. 1$ 303 411H3$23706100 

O.$26$7O73$233)00t-01 
-0. 803135064631765UtOO 
0. 30 163141762 32642 6+ 00 

O.$10412$2074140I6+00 
0.41410$350470$10$t+00 
-O.320740O0627S0$6-01 
O.00000000000000006+00 
0.00000000000000006+00 

o .00000000000000006+00 
0.0000000600000000+00 
O.11131$31$31419046+00 
-0.44143963411213446+00 

-0 14104 21 $3 30743116+00 
0. 13614 20341* 6004 16*00 
0. 314165423 42161456-03 
-0 90$ 9913 43 3274354 6-02 

0.4371$370$01993116-03 
-0.12$$5010047847776-04 

0.334 6137120035*2*5-05 
-0.317$1741$$40262$6-05 
-°.1,fl72'3'$7,36136-0' 

0 215 6)8969 47 *7 614 6-09 
0.89074413694163616-01 
-0.43112690989920906+00 
0.412009905493)3416+00 
0.610$021414111125+00 

-0 9 93 21 217 931 $9 9616-01 
-0.4*833466715631586-01 
-0.1I0*043060982766-02 
-0.397842113*2447916-03 
-0.51837305141745446-04 
-0.9621616*141376176-04 
O.4$0406)S99461418-03 
-0.2712791545033*34i-03 
0.4)424242919172016-01 
-4.3441711094094*235+0o 

0 .147 40371331240536+00 
-0 21793 61 8037 4209*6+00 
-0 

. 
224962240105 24 46.02 

0.10*36833230432686+00 
-0.93116143433823246-01 

0 .4 6056605075 946856-02 

Ou Ut from code 

0. 00000000000000006+00 

U. 00000000000000006+00 
0.0000000000000000E+00 
00000000000000000g*00 
0.00000000000000005s00 

0. 00000000000000006t0Q 
0.00000000000000006+00 

0. 00000000000000006+00 
0. 00000000000000006+ 00 

0. 00000000000000005*oo 
0.0000000000000000c+00 
0.00000000000000008400 
0.51676424493456146-01 
0.376668$3$74562191+00 

0. 9312620 1864 355948+00 
-0.4$42636930663566-01 
-0.U76$802$S$11*7$6-01 
0.42454$*3741$13606-03 
0.3231$711$O4lIOlfl-02 
-0.3*386353730fl1$7t-04 
-0.14471200714*13175-04 

-U 3493064 1391664 76-06 
-0 1950146 1355041136-05 

0.101I1$S$22964640t-04 
0.20743133*88341996-01 
0.204086)7295455966+00 
-0.200462626687231)6+00 

-0 314 13 305923107148+00 
0.1545614611164541$+00 
0.44309324321*64058-01 
-0.4949158042894338-03 
-0.51610926049572318-03 
-0.30376302037801271-03 
_0.92178011054256436-04 

-0.14)899$5356$91931-03 
0.14127237315633$I8-03 
-0.$02$510411264$178-01 
0.51130037146012405+O0 

-0 .3 104643 53 5667 66 46* 00 
0.$6043343515160418+00 

-0.14037164604024346+00 
-0.2$424$705$6200406*00 
0.11249078350115236+00 

-0 .76*27395722 644338-0 3 

svd.f, matrix with 8inular Values ofmatrixA 

atrixVM2 

4 9 0.207331314373539)6-03 

410 0.6871405270350388-04 
411 -O.2$442$5931953292&-03 

412 0.3991881$171335566-04 

5 1 0.13$966123005535$E*00 

$ 2 -0.24516169962297$18-01 

$ 1 -0.30455$23373460268-01 

9 4 
_06574p133656191435L0j 

$ $ -0.323411373*8926436+00 

3 6 Q.16200003729019105-03 

5 1 0.1197041031099128+00 
$ $ 0.2216794220S$00196-02 
S $ -0.047701553649772ft+O0 

310 -0.9164$76730390$968+00 
$11 -0.22152094527033028+00 

$12 -0.25$923212$79402$8+00 

6 1 -0.1209710$994915656+00 

6 2 -0.499041711102723$8-01 

6 1 -0.3006762690013$5$t-O$ 

6 4 -0.4131$$96125094$1C-01 

6 $ -O.2S$246381667677$6-01 

6 6 -0.40249243495303076-01 

6 1 -0.785S61980164$7998-01 
6 8 0.4316152357$082438-01 

6 $ 0.11459131677697276+00 

610 -0.120706330*733949-01 
611 0.71019726162$599*6-01 

612 0.342135367631*1486+00 

7 1 0.19354280151472696-02 

7 2 -0.355825693605$0915-03 

1 3 -0.92396)l$13464349-03 
7 4 -0.232154410621969'70-02 
7 S -0,1160$7$6512280176-01 
7 4 0.39060329104$11378-02 

7 7 0.39391601616390796-01 
7 I O.42629*21455321035+O0 
7 1 -0.260$2222436273846400 

710 -0.1573$915661$22738+00 
711 0.22928054349464608+00 
712 0.6965S603597933868-01 

$ 3 0.130677102$$201368+00 

$ 3 -0.2630405832031948-01 
$ 3 -0.29$S$131103564$S8-01 

4 -0,874012205439488fl-01 

0.1903929767537478-03 
-0.1394377299094726-04 

0 .340 $93 21912142 2 16-03 

-0. 1816510 97 S267768-03 
-0.22159250146399068+00 
-0.465468906*473649-01 

-0 17 44 291437 19024 8 6-01 
0.47169913367737516-02 

0. 151191106 8048 27 2 6*00 

-0 310 665597 55 894 215-01 
-0.12*205203762999+00 
-0.1549083666362698+00 
0.33*67613700424515+00 

0. 3 77 01200134 69 9106+03 
0.2272821049$20$$26+00 
0.29*96793349744156*00 

-0. 3 2 004 64 04124 60106+00 
0. 1124645 35 60099 98 6-02 

0.27349437135759596-02 
0 .7 6617 4144 913070 8 6-01 
0 .37 9 96 673$ 1683 23 16+00 

-0.$$8346$2971970826-01 

-0. 2 647 94 284 6962 94 06 *00 
0. 133 26 94 42 9707 943 6+00 

0.3007317271291886+00 
-0.3 124 22804 713 97 626+00 

-0.32623531341199566-02 
0.1290918440497138-01 
.0.16044000277411646-02 
0.43042022344304036-03 
-0.64175534294191736-03 

-0.2 51561 609 009192 6 6-02 
0 .185 92 9805 333708 76-01 

-0.60726318503729466-01 
-0.44114169259063436-01 
0.7237H7973900I05+00 
-0.9762980130699669-01 

0.160* 60 94247 2076 25 *00 
-0. 202 64 50 42 91 2029 18 *00 
0. 2 4404 0* 4483 44 2116+00 

-0.21214$15318633236+00 
-0.41953371336030376-01 

-0 57562 716188 037306-01 
0.1103909246897306-02 
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S 0.22197942309001fl-02 
0 0.43$01$23i7$0S243-01 

I 3 0.4202902$490311031$90 
$ -0.1o30ft33s104$034+oo 
9 0.2I352SU2I50171+00 
$10 0.110U11909,35$3g-01 
$11 0.S74434$41034-01 
912 0.3$31374$6211101fl-01 
1 0.00000000000000000+00 

9 2 0.$240233120035$211-00 
93 -0.$1S313051417$S44-04 

9 4 0,*03131314333S399-Q3 
9 9 -0.14730$$$904$3720+Q0 
9 0 0.1140fl37776913fl+00 
9 3 -0.20053222430332$4+00 
I S 0.171343$40$0$414+00 
9 9 0.792019034259$319U00 

910 0.199910S7942$301U-01 
911 -o.05294297ol949414g-o1 
913 -0.011519740133$448-01 

10 1 O.0000000000000000+00 
10 2 -Q.213$9141$S4029350-05 
10 3 -0.li31010014137$1,g-04 
10 4 0,10114093103903$30-04 
10 S -0.S$64$7J30790$96+0O 
10 0 -Q.12070U3013329411-01 
10 3 -0.1933191900152218+00 
20 0 -0.074322272N930330-D1 
10 9 0.I5514$25S5459035E-01 

1010 -0.1003023S313S$1fl-01 
1011 0.21$4517400001313g-01 
1012 0.42U009$fl0O43SQ-01 

11 1 0.0000000000000000400 
33 3 -0.19013303U3li61fl-00 
11 3 0.410406959940101$E-03 
11 4 -0.25442$59319532921-03 
11 9 -O.231920ft52103302g+oo 
11 0 O.71019730143991$L-01 
11 2 0.3212095634ft0400g+go 
11 5 0.091II4710241490-03 
11 9 -0.10021431$3005410g+oo 

1110 0.S930300049)140205-01 
1111 0.03*$91270O6$31fl+00 
1112 -0.$12SS31792613404+00 

Ou Ut from code svd.f, matrix with Singular Values of matrix A 
I 

y 

0.154901300$)02$131+00 
-O.13320944i93019430+0* 
-0.71370t0I739QS40It00 
-0.141S7037301399111090 
-0.1$434134777400101+00 
0.05491417170930441-01 
0.123ISS2S9113Sft05+O0 
-0.30013031000430121+00 
o.0000000000000000r+oo 
0.144112007I413175-04 

0. 307302037S0 128-03 
-0.1903929975214735-03 
-0.334l4930$424S1+00 

-0 30073172212 91 43 St+00 
0. 9742IS0130ft90Ig-01 
0. 340 99107*72372101-0 1 

9.2017904099649548-03 
0. 90329117414fl$771-03 
-0. 133 113753 40 09 4545+00 

-0.12033934413192275-01 
.00000000000000005+00 

0 .34 53054 13 0010 44 75-00 
0.52S710110543$*435-04 

0. 13 943772 9901.94725-04 
-0 177 99350134 09 9101+00 

0.112423004fl39825+Q0 
0.160U094247207121+00 

-0. 3727993300H4H25*O0 
0.70191510$4V7$44fl-01 

0 .7 12 34 9 122 197947 55-02 
0.53040070710911321-02 
-0.303096$2SS$9311-01 
0.00000000000000005+00 
0.1990745195501U31-0$ 
0.1491995$3551$1931-03 

-0 349593275121072 50-03 
-0. 227252904 99200920+00 

0.3212353134799900-0I 
0. 20244 5042 97302950+00 

0.3013Q50$9300l149+00 
-0.5393004 029513000-01 

0.490779"37,33950-03 
0. 4900554 911 0704451-02 
-0 1504051149450328+00 

12 1 Q.00000000000000001+00 0.00000000000900000+00 

12 2 0.21509S9194111U4L-0S 0.101S195$22940400-04 
12 3 -0.1712791005039150-03 -0.14937297335033155-03 
12 4 0.2991SS15171335560-04 0.151051097527$7315-03 
12 9 -0.25$923313$7940250+00 -0.29190793345744115+00 
12 0 0.24213530839414S5+00 -0.129191S4404977320-01 
12 1 0.19$5S103S93933$ft-01 -0.21401006452442110+00 
12 0 0.10191$57041309075400 0.66552104294490140+00 
12 9 -0.11901709613354110+00 -0.19030013015590731+00 

1210 -0.40105104730300411-01 -0347154202041714S5-01 
1211 -0.235102250010$9035+00 0.13709109119244110+0O 
1213 0,29404161400706625+00 0.77109003151000600-01 



Code that calculates the weightsL:jO.9
o g

c This program cslgule0io the Oslo.. 01 the weights
c that multiply sash one at the basis 0000tion.

c The eultiplicetio at complex metrios. is done using
(Mit eabroutin.. ((Kit version 1.0 1997)

integer lda,ldb,lda,nce,ncb, ncc,nre,nrb,ncq
c this parameters are sly (or UT'd (3m? and lxi)

parameter (are-?, nSa.?, lda.7, nrb-) , ncb-L,
1db-?, nra-i, naa-1, ldc-7)

double somplem bT)3(7,7),d(7,,U?224(i,l),V2)(13,12)
doubl. samples 110VU732d(12,l),C2)(l2,l),13219v(1),?)
double preolsion maguT,realU?, reald, error
doobl. precision re.W, xtag V. miesgd, real, simagi

o The trror I. tO. arit.ri, used to n.gl.ot singular
o value. that er. smaller than tO. known error at to.
o data

wrte(,e)'Tnter oriteri. to n.gl.ct value, 01 main. 1'
r.ad(5,') error

Opma(unit-13,etatu.-'old' , tile-'mstrlxUT.M2')
open(unit-14,status.'old' , tll.-'matrixV.K2')
op.n (unit-iS, eiatua-'old' tile-' mainix$.K2')
spa. (uuit-13, status-'oid', tile-'smtrixd.w2')
span (unit-i?, statue-' unknown', tile-' r.etniec.K2')
open (unit-l9,.tetus-'unknown', til.-'IatnixOZUVUTd.K2')
open (unit-U, etitus-' unknown', tile-' metrizuTd.M2')
open (soft-3D, statu.-' unknown', t1l.-'uatnix$IMV.M3')

do 34 i-i,?
do 33 3-1,?

read (12, 107) 3unkl, 3vnkZ, realS?, xLmagUT
Sill (i, 3)-reals?' (1,0) +alaagU?5 (0,1)

33 aontinu.
34 continue

107 tormat (202,3*, 131.10,3*, 125.16)
do 44 0.1,?

read(23,105) r.aid,*lnaqd
d(i,1)-isald (1,0)vximagd' (0,1)

44 continue
109 tormat (3121.10)

Th. Zo31ouin linac are tO. inversion 01 Matrix C.
The inversion to dens tnv.:ting only tO. diagonal
elements sO tO. maine sad tilling up the neat 01
the 'StrOm with n.ro.s,
Matrix is 7013, matrix i-inverse I. 1207

40 37 1.-i,?
do 20 3-1,13

r.ed)15,107) 3unhl,3snk4,real$,ximags
it(reali.lt..rror) th.n
resin-SO
sloe
endit

it(k.eq.3.and.r.ail..q.0) then
got. 991
else
itU..q.3) then
1227J1V(3, 1) -)i/r.ali) (1,0) +ai.egl' (0,1)
.150

that multiply the Basis Functions

J221NV(j, 0) -rulS' (3,0) tainagi' (0,1)
.ndit
got. 993

993 $2219V(3,i)-(O,O)
903 endit

36 continua
33 continue

do 999 i-1,12 *

do 999 3.1,3
wcite(20,107) i,3,32315V(&,3)

999 continas
999 continve

do 49 00,12
dO 4) 3.1,12

read (14,10?) 3unk$, 3unki,reulV,mimsgV
VI) (0,3) -r.olv' (1,0) +ximagV' (0,1)

45 Continu.
46 continue

compute the muitiplioetioiu ot two complex mutnicee U7d

call DKCRCR (0RO,NCII,UT22, IDA, MiD, OLCD, 5, (DO, SiC, 04CC, UT224, LOC)

do 97 i-1,7
writ.(1S,l10( i,UT22d(i,1)

97 continue
110 totmut (l2,3x,129.l4,3m,135.l6)

o compute the multiplIcation 01 two complex matrlcs.
o S'(-l)'UTd

call PMCRCO (12,3,32210V,l2,7,1,OT22d,1,12,1,922INwT32d,12)

40 II 0-1,12
wnit.)19,llO) i,822INV5T33d(i,l)

59 continua

c compute the sultiplicotion sO two complex matrices
c V'2(NVUT4

call DO4COCO (12, i2,V22,l2, 13, 1,$32I9VUT22d,12, 12,i,C23,12)

do 33 1-1,12
wnit.(17,1(0) i,c22(L,l)

22 continue
close (12)
close (13)
cioue (14)
close (15)
close (17)
end

4-,



00+300000000000000000 00+300000000000000000 01 
00+30000000000000000,0 00+300000000000000000 01 
oo+00000000000000000 ooi00000000000000000 o 

00+300000000000000000 00+0000000oo0o00000 p 

004200000000000000000 00+300000000000000000 C 01 
O0+300000000000000000 0O+300000000000000000 0 01 
00+30000000000000000o 004300000000000000000 1 11 
00+l0000000000000000o 004300000000000000000 S. It 
00+30000000000000000.0 00+a00000000000000000 0 11 
0o+000000000000000ro O0+200000000000000000 6 It 
00+300000000000000000 004000000O0000000000 P 11 
QO+300000000000000000 00+0o00000000000O000 t It 
00+300000000000000000 00.00000000000000000 0 It 
00+o00000000000000o.0 00400o00000o000000o0 I It 
O0+300000000000000000 00+300000000000000000 S. 01 
00+30000000000000000.0 0O+200000000000000000 0 Ct 
00+oo000o000000Co000 C0+00000O0000000000 0 01 
00+0oo00000000000000 00+I0O000000000000000 0 01 
O0+30000000000000000.0 00+0O00O000000000000 C 00 
O0+300000000000000000 OO+100000000000000000 0 Ct 
00+0O000o00000000000 00+30000000000000000'O 1 01 
00+3000000000000000b0 C0+300000000000000000 S. C 

00+000000000000O0000 00400000000000000000 0 6 
00+300O000O00O00OG000 0O+200000000000000000 6 0 
00+30000000000000000'0 O0+0O0O000000000000O 0 6 

00+00O00000000oo000.0 00+0000000000000000O C 6 
00430000000000000000'0 00+200000000000000000 0 0 

00+30000000000000000'0 00430000000000000000'0 6 0 

00+30000000000000000'0 00+20000000000000000'0 S. I 
00+0000000000000000 00+300000000000000000 0 0 

00+a0000000000000000.0 00+20000000000000000'O 0 0 

00+20000000000000000'C 00410000000000000000'0 0 S 

00+200000000000000000 00+300000000000000000 C 0 
00+300000000000000000 00420000000000000000'0 6 0 
00+30000000000000000'0 00+30000000000000000'0 I S 

O0+300000000000000000 00+30000000000000000'0 C S. 

00430000000000000000'O 00+20000000000000000'0 0 6. 

oo+0000000000000000'o 00420000000000000000'0 C S. 

00+30000000000000000'0 00+200000000000000000 P S. 

00+30000000000000000.0 00+20000000000000000'0 C S. 

00420000000000000000' 0 
00+20000000000000000' 0 
00430000000000000000' 0 
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00+20000000000000000' 0 
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00+20000000000000000' 0 

00+30000000000000000'0 
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00+20000000000000000' 0 
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00+20000000000000000' 0 
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00+20000000000000000 0 
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00430000000000000000 0 
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00+30000000000000000' 0 
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00+30000000000000000 0 
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00420000000000000000 '6 
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00+20000000000000000'0 
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00+20000000000000000 0 
00+20000000000000000 0 
00420000000000000000' 0 
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00+I0000000000000000' 0 

00+00000000000000000.0 
00+100000000000000000 

00430000000000000000 0 
00+20000060000000006' 0 
00+30000000000000000' 0 
00+30000000000000000 0 
00+10000000000000000 0 

t0+l000001tt0100LttP'0 
00+30000000000000000'0 

00430000000000000000' 0 
00+30000000000000000' 0 
0O+20000000000000000' 0 
00+20000000000000000' 0 
00+20000000000000000' 0 

00+10000000000600000.0 
oo+2oL0000t0006uoLro 
O0+30000000000000000'O 

00+20000000000000000 0 
00+10000000000000000.0 

00+30000000000000000 0 
00+20000000000000000' 0 
00+20000000000000000' 0 

00+"0000000000000000 
00+306S.1000000S.500CC'0 

00+30000000000000000 '0 
00+00000000000000000 0 
00+20000000000000000 '0 

00+30000000000000000'O 
C0+20000000000000000'0 

00430000000000000000 0 
00430000000000000000'0 

00+3t0000t000000tOOt '0 

; : .; 
. 
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Code that calculates the NEW BOUNDARIES in complex notation

,

0
)C43)-3)29

o
DC (20) -1121

C
BC 121) -1140

o thIs pragram usd9 the £01.. bound-r,1.K2 wIth the amplitudes 0C121)-0041

O and phases at the boundary polIte ebCin.d tram Oh. BQI.'11054 DC (29) .1142

o run i.d bousd-lia..:.H2 with Ohs amplItude. Bnd ph.... at the a

o boundary point, obtatnsd tram Ohs lInear runs sung Oh. c read tIle bodnd-nL,H2

o bait. tanotlon,. a

o
do 10 0-1,21

o The sulttpltostton at complex macrIse. 0. done acIng 0)401 r.ad(1, a) bour,d,onpb000ds,phae.

o subroutInes (0)431 v.rsin 1.0 1967) B0UHP500(i,1)-ampi100d.'dca.(pha.e)'U,O)

o
$0 9500(1 )-BQU9(D900(3.,1)+au$Otud.'dsin(phase)*(0,1)

o 10 wilt convert th.as LIlsa Into a complex tar. baIb 10 QonUnd.

o and than .ulttply Oh. tottowtng matrices to get Oh. o)...)I)
o tins) set at boundary Qondlt1on In soap).. doom. 101 (urlac (04, 3o, .25.24, 3o, .25.50)

o
a i(29x12) X £11201) 0 non-linanu B.C.

0

a read tIle bound-1i040r.M2

0

o

0
do 15 0'1,12

o
do 12 t,29

doubt. omp1.s B0000000 (29,1) B0UNDLIblUR (29, 1)
S r.ad (2,') bound, amp, pha

double oosplsx CUll ,1),$LC238(29,t),ICrIlI,2 29,1) BOUJSPL090AR)j,I)-onp'dooslpha)'(t,O)+anp'deln(pho)°IOt

daub). pr.oieion aap0itude,phae.,a.p,pha 12 contInue

double praoieio, t.alC,laagC
to cant Lou.

Integer BC(29)
- op.n(untt-1,00stus' old', ttl.-'bound-nt.HZ') a

open(unit-Z,.tatu.-'old',t1l.'.'boOnd-ttn.ar.K2')
0 re&d Ott. matrinC.HZ

sp.nlunit.3, statue-'otd', tIle-' eatrtzC.)42') a

op.n(sntt-4,st.tus-'uotnown',tI.1e-'Lattiat.IUtARC.142')
do 20 0-1,12

apen(unLO.5, atatu.-'knon', 111.-' mat rtxBCoompl.s.N2') read (3, 1,10) a, tee IC, lbgC

o
C225U,3)-rmalC')t,00stinsgl' (0,1)

a BC Is the vector that ha. the grid paint sweDen t the 20 contInua

o boundary point.
110 tormat(L3,lu,a25.t6,3*,e2%.16)

o
BC (1) -1020
BC(2)'4021
BC (3) -1032
BCIO)1023
BC 1$) .0023
BC (0) -1030
BC (3) -103)
BC (6) -1033
BC (9) -2034
BC(l0)103$
BC (11) '-1020
BC(13)-2049
BC (13) -1059
BC (14) '4064
BC (15) -1064

BC (11) -1019
BC (10) -1090
BC(1$(-101t
BC (20) -1103

ault(p1Icat0o 01 B000DOI$txa'C3U

call DIOCP.CB)29, 12, 90069)460kB, 00, 12,1, C225, 12,29,1, BLCZ2I, 29)

do 30 0-1,29
wttt.(4,100) BC(i),B0.V22911,l)

30 contInue

: add BIC22S wOOl, 90009500

do 40 0-1,29
aCrIwxi.(0, t)900NDSOOIO,1)09I,C225 (0,1,)
wrtt)1,109) DC(t),BCFIIIAL(t,1(

40 contInue
oia..(41
010a.(1)
and

-fr .
'

.0
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Code that calculates the final Set of boundaries to be used in TEA-NL (Amplitudes and Phases)

ge1cf
4

otoo.(t)

C
cto..(2)

4 tOts proqtoa 1ooh;ts. the inptttid. and phase it
c nih on. it t)i boondar poin itnq the cople*
C VitU.s obtiLn,d £4Q* 004. qetbc.t and .tt.g.d to
C IUttIX$C000PtC*.142
C

tntege ec
doibi. PCSCt.ion $creat,aCtnag, 140p, phi
doibts pteot.ton p,pt
open(untt-1, stiti.s-'otd' ttla-'aatriaBCc*.pl.x.N2)
open (int4-2, otitn-' unhnowo , ttte.oitgt$CFIN)J..NV)

tend oatttCgnp)Sa.N3

p-1.00000+00
p-44atan(p)
wrtte(,12Q) ph
wttta(2.e)' 2$ Ml'
do 10 t-1,Z$

t.ad(1,1OS) OC, OCoe;1,eCtsag
OipdE(tt CtU1BCtilt+0Caq'BC1q)
phi-dat.n)BC.ag/$Cr.a1)
phi-dabs (phi)
tt(ICr.ot.gt.Q.ind.aCtioig.tt.0) thin
pha.l'pi-pha
.1..
.r,dtt
it)$Cr.a14;.0.and.$Cloaq.1t,O) then
phn-phl+ph
she.
ndit
tt($Cteal.1;.0.and.$C.toag.gt,0) then
phi-pt-phi
use
ndtt
wttti (2,tQs) BC,smp,pha
vait.ge,.) $p,phi

40 conttnu.
105 torast(44.la,.35.40,3a,e2$,h6)
110 £otisat4t2$,10)

F-'
01
F-'
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Output from code getfinalbc.f, this file contains the final Set of Boundaries for TEA-NL 
t8 31 matrixBCFINAL M2 

25 62 
1020 0. 0415985503366591L+0O 0. 0236314571642246t+01 

1021 0.7139077363005?dlt+O0 0. 1922271212405435+Q0 
1032 O.I1131535754713t+00 0.36O3O7O1444S661+00 

1023 O.9205165S5242242B+O0 0.5054636S943245S3t+O0 

102 0. 1531609054030513C+01 0. 00397410700201540+Q0 

1030 0. 5922243l454e3-Q1 0.61363924247602+0Q 
1032 0.12603419024I09fl+00 0. 61301656100640361+00 

1033 0, 1700059l322I0540+00 0. 16101154 516956600 

1034 0.25305211ft9330416*00 0.00290129103003216+00 

1035 0.2542346276902$556+00 b.1034021031531926+00 
1036 0.2124S3254$991S216+00 G.$49900213213002o6+00 

1046 0.4095691194022706t+0O 0.$1931920461061426+01 

1050 0.11636131643314456+01 0.09249101115SZ5L+00 
1004 0.60059606069043066+00 0.54644726995451666+01 

1000 0 12130000331020942+o2 0. 75502927153609996+00 

107* o,90414633654a32566+oo 0.51U507,3,13.4626+01 
10'0 0.13500254034643518+01 0.169476073200*0978400 

1090 0,97004941493217746+00 0.4*?799951,1731006+01 

50*1 0.05053691170034001400 0.5584S1320774005'76401 

1103 0.11709139240041618.401 0.46441069391925118+01 

1104 0.94909661130001636400 0.55646014052833456+01 

1109 0.04905007414495156+00 0.$5649729002919576+01 

1116 0.1,3336410199S32551+01 0.47650035621094126401 

1111 0.94533461441960496400 0.55150009305113036+01 

1126 0. 14127043409000258+01 0.47011595271663306s01 

1529 0.1426707S317210036400 0.59S51150179230061401 

1140 0.15901190911050216.01 0.46714092064701406+01 

1141 0.17610012033032016+01 0. 44200310247230251+00 

2142 0.56953091073422466+01 0,40445300304472908+01 

t:js 




